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ABSTRACT
This Thesis is  concerned with a d r i l l in g  simulator designed to 
simulate three major segments of a d r i l l in g  operation - that of 
d r i l l in g  rate , hydraulics, and tripp ing . The d r i l l in g  simulator is  
a mathematical model with a series o f in te r-re la ted  equations that
accepts d r i l l in g  parameters and predicts d r i l l in g  rate and cost.
■
The effects o f d r i l l in g  f lu id  properties and hydraulics on the 
d r i l l in g  rate are included in the mathematical model. The d r i l l in g  
f lu id  properties included are v iscos ity , solids content, f i l t r a t io n  
ra te , and density.
Hydraulics are a major factor in  predicting the d r i l l in g  rate.
An important part of hydraulics is  to maintain the minimum annular 
flow rate required to l i f t  the d r i l l  cuttings to the surface, without 
impeding the d r i l l in g  rate. An equation developed fo r determining 
the minimum annular flow rate is  incorporated in the d r i l l in g  
simulator.
Factors affecting the tripp ing time such as depth, r ig  equipment, 
r ig  crew e ffic iency , and pressure surges caused by pipe movement are 
discussed and incorporated in the d r i l l in g  simulator.
The basis fo r the simulation is  three fundamental equations: 
d r i l l in g  rate , b i t  rate o f du llin g , and rate of bearing wear. These 
equations are used in predicting the d r i l l in g  performance. The
i i i
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d r i l l in g  rate is  corrected fo r effects o f d r i l l in g  f lu id  properties 
and hydraulics.
Costs are calculated from an operator's frame o f reference 
considering b i t  cost, r ig  cost, and operations time.
1v
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INTRODUCTION
The f i r s t  step in designing a d r i l l in g  simulator is  defining the 
d r i l l in g  system. For purposes o f th is  paper the d r i l l in g  system is 
defined by three segments: factors affecting 1) d r i l l in g  ra te ,
2) hydraulics, and 3) tripp ing . The d r i l l in g  system thus defined 
must be modeled simulating as closely as possible the actual systems 
performance.
A lite ra tu re  survey o f pertinent d r i l l in g  papers was completed 
in  order to obtain the equations needed in modeling the d r i l l in g  
system. The d r i l l in g  simulator is  a series of in te r-re la ted  mathe­
matical equations tha t can represent the d r i l l in g  system defined 
and re a lis t ic a lly  predict the systems performance.
The d r i l l in g  rate^ is  affected by the following factors: b i t  
weight, rotary speed, b i t  tooth dullness, b i t  type, d r i l l in g  f lu id  
properties, formation, and hydraulics. Each o f these factors are
included in predicting the d r i l l in g  rate in the d r i l l in g  simulator.
2
Hydraulics are influenced by many factors including hoie-pipe
size , d r i l l in g  f lu id  properties, depth, b i t ,  and r ig  equipment. Each
o f these factors are important considerations in  the hydraulic system.
2
Also another important consideration of the hydraulics is  maintaining 
a minimum annular flow rate that w i l l  adequately remove the d r i l l  
cuttings. These factors affecting hydraulics are included in the 
d r i l l in g  simulator.
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3Tripping time is  affected by many factors including depth, 
r ig  equipment, r ig  crew effic iency and pressure surges caused by 
pipe movement. These factors affecting the tripp ing  time are 
discussed and incorporated in the d r i l l in g  simulator.
Each o f the three segments o f a d r i l l in g  operation discussed 
above are in te r-re la ted  and d ire c tly  a ffec t the to ta l cost o f the 
d r i l l in g  operation.
The object of th is  study was to develop a d r i l l in g  simulator 
which would include the interactions of factors affecting d r i l l in g  
ra te , hydraulics, and tripp ing and re a lis t ic a lly  predict d r i l l in g  
performance.
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE
D rillin g  Simulators
Koch* discussed a mathematical d r i l l in g  model that is  u tilize d  
in  predicting the effects o f d r i l l in g  f lu id  properties on d r i l l in g  
cost. Details are not given on the actual relationships used in 
predicting the effects o f the d r i l l in g  f lu id  properties. The funda­
mental d r i l l in g  equations - that of d r i l l in g  ra te , b i t  rate o f du lling , 
and bearing wear, are incorporated in  the mathematical d r i l l in g  model.
5
Young describes a computerized d r i l l in g  control system designed 
by Humble. The reported method involved an on-site computer which 
controlled b i t  weight and rotary speed. The b i t  weight and rotary 
speed were determined using short in terval d r i l l in g  rate tes t data.
This was fed in to  a mathematical model fo r  minimum-cost d r i l l in g .  The 
mathematical model incorporates four equations - that o f d r i l l in g  rate, 
b i t  rate o f d u llin g , bearing wear, and cost. The solution o f the
5
mathematical d r i l l in g  model discussed by Young was subject to the 
following assumptions:
1) D r illin g  cost is  the summation of b i t  cost, ro ta ting cost, 
connection cost and hoisting cost.
2) Diamond b its  are excluded.
3) B it  l i f e  is  e ithe r lim ited  by bearing fa ilu re  or tooth 
wear, or by a combination o f operational factors that make 
i t  cheaper to pull an incompletely consumed b it .
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4) C irculating hydraulics are adequate and do not l im it  
d r i l l in g  rate.
5) B it weight considerations exclude hole deviation.
6) D r illin g  rate is  a function o f only b i t  weight, rotary 
speed, and degree o f tooth dullness; that is the effects 
o f pressure, lith o log y , f lu id  properties, hydraulics, and 
d r i l l  s tring  dynamics are ignored.
c
Lummus discussed a d r i l l in g  program that includes the effects 
o f d r i l l in g  f lu id  properties and hydraulics on the d r i l l in g  rate. 
Although no details are given on the mathematical relationships 
incorporated in the d r i l l in g  model, description o f the in teraction 
o f the most important d r i l l in g  variables are given. The d r i l l in g  
f lu id  is  considered the single most important factor a ffecting 
d r i l l in g  rate. Lummus also discussed hydraulics and b i t  and r ig  
selection fo r  optimum conditions. Lummus c lass ifies  d r i l l in g  
variables as e ither alterable or unalterable. Lummuŝ  states, "In  
considering which variables to choose fo r mathematical optim ization, 
experience and research suggest s ix : four alterable ones and two 
unalterable ones." The alterable d r i l l in g  variables are mud, 
hydraulics, b i t  type, and b i t  weight-rotary speed. The unalterable 
d r i l l in g  variables are formation to be d r ille d  and depth. Under the 
alterable d r i l l in g  variables, Lummus sub-divides mud and hydraulics 
in to  -  Mud: type, solids content, v iscos ity , f lu id  loss, and density,
and - Hydraulics: pump pressure, je t  ve loc ity , c ircu la ting  rate and 
annular ve loc ity . Lummus emphasized the need o f va lid  and accurate 
data acquisition.
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Fundamental D r illin g  Equations
The fundamental d r i l l in g  equations are fo r d r i l l in g  rate, 
b i t  rate of d u llin g , and b i t  bearing wear.
Outmans presented a theoretical approach in determining a 
d r i l l in g  equation based on rock mechanics and d r i l l in g  f lu id  
hydraulics.
o
Rowley, Howe, and Deily presented an empirical quadratic 
equation fo r  d r i l l in g  rate based on laboratory d r i l l in g  tests with a 
fu ll-s c a le  rock b i t .
A mathematical form of the fundamental d r i l l in g  equations was 
f i r s t  presented by Galle and Woods.  ̂ Their orig ina l equations are 
shown below:
—  = Cf Qk R ( 1)
«JT " I T
and ® * ^ f  F (B)
A ll symbols are defined in Appendix C (page 62).
The d r i l l in g  rate equation (equation 1) was formulated from
results o f f ie ld  tests conducted by the American Association of
O ilw ell D r illin g  Contractors Weight/Speed/Penetration Subcommittee. 
The tests were run in the Gulf Coast and West Texas regions. Results 
from these and other experiments resulted in  the use of d r i l l in g  rate 
proportional to weight, fo r hard to medium formation d r i l l in g ,  and 
d r i l l in g  rate proportional to weight to the 0.6 power in very so ft
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formations. Rotary speed to the power n was found to be proportional 
to d r i l l in g  rate , where n = 0.43 fo r hard formations and n = 0.75 fo r 
s o ft formations. Because o f the d i f f ic u lty  in  obtaining adequate 
measurements of b i t  dullness in f ie ld  tests . Galle and Woods re lied 
prim arily on laboratory results fo r the e ffec t of b i t  dullness on 
d r i l l in g  rate. They found that fo r s e lf sharpening or chipping type 
b i t  tooth wear, d r i l l in g  rate would be inversely proportional to the 
square root of the area o f the rock b i t  tooth crest.
In determining the effects of weight, ro ta tion , and tooth d u ll­
ness on too th-wear rate (equation 2) ,  the results were completely 
dependent upon laboratory d r i l l in g  tests on granite. The tests were 
conducted at atmospheric pressure and with water as the c ircu la ting
Q
f lu id .  Woods wrote, "Except fo r the fac t that the equation fo r 
tooth-wear rate vs. weight is  in erro r at very high weights, we 
found no concrete evidence to indicate accuracy or error in  the 
other equations."
The relationship fo r bearing l i f e  (equation 3) was found to 
depend upon both weight and rotary speed. Both laboratory and f ie ld  
data were used in a rriv ing  a t the empirical equations. This re la tion ­
ship may be applied to e ithe r sealed or nonsealed bearing b its ,  fo r 
results that are o f practical value.
Situations have been found where equations 1-3 could not be 
applied. Situations included are where the follow ing conditions 
e x is t: d irectional d r i l l in g ,  excessive torque, gross changes in 
formation and ba lling  up o f the b i t .  Also cases have been found in
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which tooth-wear rate to weight equation and d r i l l in g  rate to rotary 
speed equation should have had s lig h t modifications. Woods  ̂ wrote, 
"We found no other indications o f a need fo r improvement o f the 
basic equations."
Maurer^^ derived a d r i l l in g  rate equation considering rock 
cratering mechanisms. The equation was
Equation 4 was derived fo r perfect cleaning, which was defined as 
the condition where a l l debris is removed between tooth impacts.
Young^ presented equations s im ila r to those of Galle and Woods .̂ 
The equations fo r d r i l l in g  ra te , b i t  rate of d u lling , and b i t  bearing 
wear respectively are
dF _ r  (W-M) (5)
iT  ■ ‘ ' f  I+C3D
m  = » C l + (6)
dT f  (-D^W+Dglfl+C^D)
and
(7)
f
Equation 5 d iffe rs  from Galle and Wood's  ̂ equation 1 only in  that 
a simpler relationship is  used to re late d r i l l in g  rate to dullness and 
a minimum b i t  weight (M) required to in it ia te  penetration is  in tro ­
duced. Maurer^^ called th is minimum b i t  weight the "threshold weight" 
The constants in equation 6 were dervied em pirically from published
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11data and from personal communication with research personnel o f 
Hughes Tool Company. Equations 6 and 7 of Youngs^ and equations 2 
and 3 of Galle and Woods,  ̂ respectively, d if fe r  in  the constants 
used.
D r illin g  Fluid Properties
The properties of d r i l l in g  flu ids  have been shown to a ffec t the
d r i l l in g  rate s ig n ific a n tly . Many s t u d i e s ^ h a v e  been
completed on the subject o f how d r i l l in g  flu ids  properties a ffec t
the d r i l l in g  rate. The following is  a review of the more important
or s ig n ifica n t works. The papers w i l l  be discussed under specific
topics o f d r i l l in g  f lu id  properties -  v iscos ity , solids content,
f i l t r a t io n  ra te , density, and o i l content.
12V iscosity : Eckel showed that increases in Stormer v iscosity
decrease the d r i l l in g  rate s ig n ifica n tly  up to a v iscosity  o f 40 cp.
Further increases in  the v iscosity appear to have no e ffec t on the
d r i l l in g  rate. The scatter in  his data was probably a resu lt o f the
in a b ili ty  o f the Stormer viscometer to measure actual v iscosity a t
the high shear rates tha t ex is t a t the b it .  The data was from a
m icrobit laboratory study.
13Moore presented laboratory tests showing a decrease in d r i l l ­
ing rate with increasing apparent viscosity (Figure 2). Tests were 
conducted with 0 psi d iffe re n tia l pressure and w ith no solids present. 
V iscosities were obtained by mixing water-glycerine in  proper ra tios . 
Other tes t conditions were 60 rpm, 1000 lb b i t  weight, 5 gpm c ircu la ­
tion  rate and Indiana limestone core.
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13Solids Content: Moore published laboratory data (Figure 3) 
tha t show d r i l l in g  rate decreasing with increasing solids content 
(percent by volume). In these tests d iffe re n tia l pressure was held 
constant a t 500 psi and the v iscosity of the d r i l l in g  f lu id  was held 
constant a t 53 cp.
Lummus *̂ presented data from laboratory and large-scale d r i l l in g  
tests that substantiate that d r i l l in g  rates are decreased as the 
solids content of the d r i l l in g  f lu id  is increased. The solids 
content of the d r i l l in g  f lu id  should be defined by giving both the 
volume percent and the ra tio  o f bentonite to low y ie ld  clay.
Bentonite is  added to the d r i l l in g  f lu id  fo r its  effects on hole 
s ta b il i ty  and carrying capacity. Lummus *̂ defines a good low solids 
d r i l l in g  f lu id  as "A non-dispersed system containing no more than 4% 
volume to ta l clay solids and having a d r ille d  solids to bentonite 
ra tio  o f less than 2:1." By using a dual action polymer the 
bentonite can be dispersed while se lective ly floccu la ting the low- 
y ie ld  clay (d r ille d  so lids ). This method allows the mud engineer to 
control the d r i l l in g  f lu id  properties to insure hole s ta b il i ty  and
adequate carrying capacity, while keeping the to ta l clay solids low.
15F iltra t io n  Rate: Eckel found through m icrobit studies that 
f lu id  loss had no e ffe c t on d r i l l in g  rate in low permeability forma­
tions. But in  highly permeable formations, some laboratory data
indicate a reduction in the d r i l l in g  rate with low f lu id  loss.
13Moore presented laboratory data (Figure 4) indicating that
13d r i l l in g  rate increases as f i l t r a t io n  rate increases. Moore stated.
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"This same e ffec t has been noted in the f ie ld .  However, the f ie ld  
data were never plotted in graphical form because as f i l t r a t io n  
rate changed so did other properties o f the mud."
Density: Murray and Cunningham^^ presented laboratory results 
o f confining pressure effects on d r i l l in g  rate fo r  d iffe re n t forma­
tions. In a ll cases d r i l l in g  rate decreased with increasing confin­
ing pressure; except in  certain core samples that were more permeable, 
where no effects were detected. Also i t  was found that the lower the 
b i t  load, the less e ffec t the confining pressure had on the d r i l l in g  
rate.
Eckel^^ showed that a ir  and water exhibited s im ila r d r i l l in g  
characteristics when used at near equal s ta tic  pressures and when 
circulated with s u ffic ie n t volume to provide ample hole cleaning.
A ir  favorably affected d r i l l in g  rate only when compared to water a t 
high s ta tic  pressure, a l l other conditions remaining constant. The
tests were run in  the laboratory with a m icrobit model.
18Cunningham and Eenik in a laboratory investigation with re la ­
t iv e ly  high permeability core samples, unlike those used by Murray 
and Cunningham,showed that d r i l l in g  rate decreased when d r i l l in g  
f lu id  column pressure ms greater than formation pressure.
Gamier and van Lingen^^ through laboratory d r i l l in g  experiments 
showed that rock strength is increased as the d iffe re n tia l pressure 
is  increased betv/een the d r i l l in g  f lu id  column and the formation, 
thus causing slower d r i l l in g  rates.
on
Robinson concluded from m icrobit studies that mud-cake cushion­
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ing and chip hold-down were probably more important than rock
strengthening in  reducing the d r i l l in g  rate.
13Moore reported that a pore pressure in  excess of the d r i l l in g
f lu id  column pressure increased the strength of the formation during
m icrobit studies.
21van Lingen discussed how bottom hole cleaning could overcome 
some of the adverse effects of d iffe re n tia l pressure on the d r i l l in g  
rate.
1 o *1
Results of the above studies * ’  are summarized below:
1) D r illin g  rate decreases with negative a P .  ( a P is  defined 
in Appendix C, page 62).
2) D r illin g  rate is  independent o f the overburden pressure, 
i f  the d iffe re n tia l pressure from the wellbore to the 
formation is constant.
3) S e ns itiv ity  o f d r i l l in g  rate to d iffe re n tia l pressure was 
found to depend upon the magnitude o f the b i t  load.
These studies have shown that d iffe re n tia l pressure is  a s ig n if i ­
cant factor e ffecting the d r i l l in g  rate. To minimize the e ffec t of
d iffe re n tia l pressure, a well should be d r ille d  a t near-balanced
18 22conditions. Tests * have shown increased d r i l l in g  rates with 
near-balanced systems.
22Yidrine and Benit published a paper providing f ie ld  v e r ific a ­
tion  o f the e ffec t of d iffe re n tia l pressure on d r i l l in g  rates. Their 
results showed close agreement between f ie ld  and laboratory tests.
The tests were conducted in South Louisiana in shale zones. Their con­
clusions were identica l to those lis te d  fo r the laboratory tests.
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23o n  Content: Lummus, B arre tt, and Allen presented f ie ld  data
tha t showed increases in d r i l l in g  rate with o i l  in the d r i l l in g  f lu id . 
13Moore presented f ie ld  data that indicated that o il emulsion 
d r i l l in g  flu id s  increased d r i l l in g  rates p rinc ipa lly  when d r i l l in g  
through shale sections.
24Lawhon, Evans, and Simpson found that adding o il to the 
d r i l l in g  f lu id  may increase or decrease d r i l l in g  ra te , depending 
upon the formations being d r i l le d ,  as well as the concentration of
o i l .
Hydraulics
25H a ll, Thompson, and Nuss published a paper on the a b il i ty  o f 
d r i l l in g  flu id s  to l i f t  cuttings. In th is  paper, the authors pre­
sented empirical equations fo r partic les in both laminar and turbu­
len t s lip .  Their laboratory data were accurate w ith in  10% fo r  
turbulent flow conditions and w ith in  15% fo r  laminar flow conditions 
from the mean values. The empirical equations are expressed as a 
function o f cutting characteristics and mud flow properties. The 
equations are shown below.
Turbulent flow
V =  OBi-------- (8)
S 3.97 
Laminar flow - f la t  disk
y  . - 6' 9Ty(Dp+2t)  _
® 64 (x) (n)
I f  the d r i l l in g  f lu id  is  moving under laminar flow conditions, then 
the cutting can s lip  in  e ither laminar or turbulent s lip .  The type
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o f s lip  giving the lower s lip  ve locity  should be used. But, i f  
turbulent flow conditions occur, then the cutting can fa l l  only in  
turbulent s lip .  Predicted s lip  ve locities were compared with f ie ld  
tests. S lip ve locities computed by the turbulent s lip  equation were 
w ith in  15% of the f ie ld  tests. Laminar s lip  equations could not be 
checked because of lim ited data, but did appear correct. The empir­
ica l equations presented give a method of predicting s lip  ve loc ities . 
Although the actual s lip  ve loc ities w i l l  be affected by re s tr ic tio n s , 
d r i l l  pipe vibration and ro ta tion , e tc ., the equations should give 
reasonable estimates.
Kendall and Goins discussed three theories on how the hydraulic 
system may be maximized - b i t  hydraulic horsepower, je t  impact force, 
and je t  ve loc ity . In u t i l iz in g  these theories, the flow rate that
gives the maximum b i t  hydraulic horsepower, je t  impact, or je t
1
ve loc ity  is  used as long as th is optimum rate is  above the minimum
annular flow rate needed to remove the d r i l l  cuttings.
27Bobo presented a proposal, by Vladimir Edelberg, in  which 
Edelberg stated a simple relationship between specific  hydraulic 
horsepower (hydraulic b i t  horsepower per square inch o f hole area) 
and the rate o f penetration. The approximate law suggested is  
shown below.
dF\bSHHP = a ( | y ) “ (10)
27where a and b are constants. Bobo , using data collected from 
unweighted muds of 8.8 to 9.0 lb /gal and with funnel v iscosities 
from 30 to 36 sec, plotted the relationship that is  shown in  Figure 6,
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Tripping
28Burkhardt presented empirical equations that can be used to 
calculate the magnitude o f viscous wellbore pressure surges produced 
by pipe movement. He f i r s t  developed theoretical equations to pre­
d ic t the pressure surges. Three types of pressure generating effects 
were considered: ( 1) breaking of the mud ge l, (2) in e rtia  o f the mud
column, and (3) viscous drag of the mud column. To s im p lify  the
28analysis, Burkhardt only used the largest pressure surges caused by 
viscous drag. The equation giving the theoretical viscous pressure 
surges was solved using a computer. The results were then ve rifie d  
through actual f ie ld  measurements. A fte r verify ing the equations, 
approximate equations were f i t te d  to the theoretical resu lts. The 
equations were given fo r both laminar and turbulent flow and also fo r
both closed and open pipe. For an open pipe (d r illp ip e  with a b it )
the equations are:
Laminar flow
P, =. eB,WpVp+Ty /  0.3(Dh-Dg) (11)
Turbulent flow
Pg = oA,Pp°-2’ w^°-®°®Vp’ -® (12)
Equations 11 and 12 were found to be w ith in experimental accuracy.
The pressure surge is  found by determining both the laminar and 
turbulent surge values with the larger of the two used.
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SELECTION OF THE DRILLING SIMULATOR EQUATIONS
The equations used in  formulating the d r i l l in g  simulator are 
presented in  th is  section. The mathematical model consists of a 
series of in te r-re la ted  equations which accept d r i l l in g  variables 
and predict the d r i l l in g  rate and cost. A flow diagram and com­
plete l is t in g  of the Fortran program are in  the Appendix.
Fundamental D r illin g  Equations
The fundamental d r i l l in g  equations used are fo r d r i l l in g  ra te , 
b i t  rate of du lling , and b i t  bearing wear.
D r illin g  Rate Equation : The d r i l l in g  rate equation used is 
from Galle and Woodŝ  and is  shown below.
^  w'̂ R (13)
In equation 13 the effects o f b i t  type, hydraulics, d r i l l in g  f lu id  
and formation are included in the d r i l la b i l i t y  constant (0^). This 
empirical equation was developed from both f ie ld  tests and labora­
tory experimental data.^ Other a u t h o r s ^ h a v e  derived or 
developed d r i l l in g  rate equations. Based on the lite ra tu re  survey, 
th is  author believes that equation 13 is  the best equation that has 
been published.
B it  Rate of Dulling Equation: The b i t  rate o f du lling  equation
5
is  from Young and is  very s im ila r to that presented by Galle and 
Woods.  ̂ The difference is  in the constants used. The equation
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used is
(-D,W + Dg) (1 + C,D)
The effects of hydraulics, d r i l l in g  f lu id  and formation are a ll 
included in  the abrasiveness constant (A^). The equation is  lim ited 
in  its  use by b i t  type and size which determines the constants used, 
given in  Tables 1 and 2.
B it  Bearing Wear Equation: The b it  bearing wear depends on the 
capacity o f the b i t  bearings, the weight and rotary speed, and the 
d r i l l in g  f lu id .  The equation from Galle and Woodŝ  is
B = . (15)
The value o f d r i l l in g  f lu id  parameter (S^) varies with the type o f 
d r i l l in g  f lu id  and with the b i t  types, containing bearings o f d i f ­
ferent capacity. This empirical equation is  based on both f ie ld
9
tests and laboratory data.
The integrated forms of equations 13-15 used in the program are 
developed in  the Appendix A. The values of A^, C^, and must be 
obtained from past h is to ry , i f  they are not already known. A d r i l l  
te s t to determine these constants consists o f d r i l l in g  an in terval 
and measuring a ll the variables in the fundamental d r i l l in g  equation. 
The values o f A^, C^, and can then be found fo r the pa rticu la r 
system. The variables such as d r i l l in g  f lu id  properties, b i t  weight 
and rotary speed should be kept constant throughout the te s t. The 
Interval d r ille d  should have constant rock properties.
With the values of these constants known, the fundamental
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d r i l l in g  equations can be used. But, unless a method to predict the 
effects of changes in the d r i l l in g  f lu id  properties and hydraulics 
on the d r i l l in g  rate can be found, the equations are o f l i t t l e  value 
under d iffe re n t conditions. A method of predicting the effects of 
d r i l l in g  f lu id  properties and hydraulics is  presented la te r.
During any simulation the formation being simulated should be
s im ila r to the one tested. I f  th is  is the case then the constant 
w i l l  account fo r  the e ffe c t of rock properties on the d r i l l in g  
rate . The assumption is  made tha t changes in d r i l l in g  f lu id  prop­
e rtie s , hydraulics and b i t  types w i l l  have no s ig n ifica n t e ffec t on 
the value o f A^ and S^.
Equations 13-15 are the basis of the d r i l l in g  simulator. Be­
cause o f the lack o f s ig n ifica n t ve rifica tio n  from f ie ld  data, the 
b it-to o th  wear equation and the bearing wear equation are both less
q
re lia b le  than the d r i l l in g  rate equation. The problem of f ie ld  
ve rifica tio n  is  a resu lt of the d i f f ic u lty  o f measuring adequately 
and consistently the b i t  teeth and bearing wear and o f having to 
make a t r ip  fo r each measurement.
These equations are the basis fo r the d r i l l in g  model and i t  is  
important to keep in mind the o rig in  o f the equations.
D r illin g  Fluid Properties
29D rillin g  flu id s  are used prim arily fo r  two reasons:
( 1) to clean the hole of cuttings, and (2) to prevent the
in flu x  o f formation flu id s  in to  the wellbore. The type of
d r i l l in g  f lu id  used has a d irec t e ffe c t on the d r i l l in g  rate. The
30best flu ids  are a ir  and gas. D r illin g  rates using a ir  and gas have
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13been shown to be ten times those obtained using liqu ids . The main
factor increasing the rates is the lower hydrostatic pressure on the
formation. Although the d r i l l in g  rates are considerably higher when
a ir  or gas is used, th e ir  application has not been as wide as that
o f liqu ids . Problems, such as water zones, high-pressure zones and
stuck pipe, have caused the demise of a ir  and gas d r i l l in g  in  many 
13 30areas. * Therefore, to control the unwanted in flu x  of f lu id s  in to
the wellbore, liqu ids are used. The best liqu id  is  water. Field 
13tests have shown faster penetration rates o f water over those o f 
mud.
The equation used in  predicting d r i l l in g  f lu id  property effects
w il l  be discussed under spec ific  topics of v iscos ity , solids content,
f i l t r a t io n  ra te , and density.
V iscosity : The ra tio  of shear stress to shear rate of a f lu id  
31Is v iscosity . The v iscosity is  constant fo r  Newtonian type f lu id s ,
such as water. I f  the ra tio  or the v iscosity  changes fo r d iffe re n t
shear rates, then the f lu id  is  called a non-Newtonian f lu id .  For
most d r i l l in g  muds,^^ viscosity decreases with increasing shear rates;
32then the f lu id  is  non-Newtonian. D ifferent f lu id  models have been 
presented to represent non-Newtonian flu id s . Probably the most popu-
31
la r  and useful model is  the Bingham p las tic  model. In Figure 1 the 
equation o f the s tra igh t line  is
T-Ty = -W p -^  (16)
which represents the Bingham model. From Figure 1 i t  can be seen 
that no deformation or flow w il l  occur u n til the value of the y ie ld
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po in t, Ty, is exceeded. The slope of the line  is proportional to the
p las tic  v iscos ity , The apparent v iscosity o f a Bingham p la s tic ,
31defined as the ra tio  o f shear stress to shear ra te , is  not a constant
but decreases with increasing shear rate. The apparent viscosity can
be obtained by find ing the slope of a line constructed through the
orig in  and passing through the Bingham p lastic  lin e  at the desired
shear rate (Figure 1).
Two theories w il l  be presented explaining the effects of v is ­
cosity on d r i l l in g  rate. The f i r s t ,  related to bottom hole cleaning
33was presented by Lapple. Lapple showed that fo r  a Newtonian f lu id
in  turbulent flow , the boundary ve locity  is  zero in a smooth pipe and 
tha t adjacent to th is  boundary is a region of f lu id  in laminar flow.
The ve locity  w ith in th is  layer w i l l  be proportional to the average
ve loc ity  o f the flow stream and inversely proportional to v iscosity . 
This theory is best explained by Moore^^ who wrote,
"Further, assume that the bottom of the hole is  the
boundary; then i t  can be seen that an increase in v is ­
cosity would have the e ffec t of reducing f lu id  ve loc ity  
adjacent to the bottom of the hole. This reduction in 
ve loc ity  would therefore reduce the effectiveness of 
cutting removal."
The action o f non-Newtonian flu ids  follows th is same reasoning.
The second viscosity e ffe c t is also related to bottom-hole 
13cleaning. The mechanism involves the entrance of wellbore 
flu id s  in to  the fractures created by the b i t ,  equalizing the d i f ­
fe re n tia l pressure. The entry o f the f lu id  in to  the fracture is  
a function o f the f lu id  v iscosity. The lower the v iscos ity , the 
faster the d iffe re n tia l pressure is  equalized and consequently the 
faster the removal of the chip. Higher v iscosities w il l  cause
slower removal of the chip, and thus more regrinding and lov/er 
d r i l l in g  rates.
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13Moore's data were used to develop an empirical equation to 
correct d r i l l in g  rate fo r v iscosity effects in the d r i l l in g  simulator. 
The equation is
^  = 2 0 . 5 3 7 3 3 1 ( 1 7 )
Equation 17 is  the resu lt o f curve f i t t in g  the data using a least
squares exponential routine (Figure 2).
Solids Content: The d r i l l in g  rate is  d ire c tly  effected by the
solids content of the d r i l l in g  f lu id .  Slower d r i l l in g  rates are
caused by increases in  solids content. The mechanism causing th is
13d r i l l in g  rate decrease is  related to bottom hole cleaning. Moore
states, "L ike ly solids slow down d r i l l in g  rate because th e ir presence
below the b i t  increases the time required fo r  the complete removal o f
formation cuttings." Thus, the presence of solids in  the d r i l l in g
f lu id  creates a less e ff ic ie n t f lu id  fo r  removing the formation
cuttings a t the b it .
13Moore's data were used in obtaining a re lationship between the 
d r i l l in g  rate and the solids content of the d r i l l in g  f lu id .  The 
empirical equations used in  the simulator are
Solids content -3.5%
^  = 0.22514 Sg + 6.1 (18)
Solids content >3.5%
^  = 6.626618 Sg"0'189087 (19)
13Equations 18 and 19 were developed by curve f i t t in g  Moore's data
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using an exponential and a s tra igh t lin e  least squares routine 
(Figure 3).
29F iltra t io n  Rate: Control of f i l t r a t io n  rate is  important in
d r i l l in g  a w e ll. Excessive f i l t r a t io n  rate results in  excessive 
f i l t e r  cake which can cause d r illp ip e  s tick ing . With excessive 
f i l t r a t io n ,  formation damage may occur and log in te rpre ta tion may be 
d i f f ic u l t .
12 13As f i l t r a t io n  rates ’ increase, d r i l l in g  rates also increase. 
13Figure 4 shows Moore's results derived from laboratory data. At 
the bottom of the hole a f i l t e r  cake is  constantly being formed and 
then removed by the b it .  As the b i t  causes fractures in the forma­
tion  a higher f i l t r a t io n  rate w i l l  equalize the d iffe re n tia l pressure 
fas te r, providing better cleaning in  fron t o f the b it .
Although the e ffec t o f f i l t r a t io n  rate on d r i l l in g  rate is  not
a major fac to r, i t  is  s ig n ifica n t and is  therefore considered.
13Moore's data wfere used in determining a relationship between f i l t r a ­
tion  rate and d r i l l in g  rate in  the d r i l l in g  simulator. The linear 
re lationship was curve f i t te d  by the least squares method in obtain­
ing the empirical equation
RFR = 61.58333276 + 0.7083333 (FIL). (20) 
Density: As w ritten  e a r lie r , one o f the primary functions o f a
d r i l l in g  f lu id  is  to control the entrance of formation flu id s  in to  
29the wellbore. This function is accomplished by weighting the 
d r i l l in g  f lu id  (increasing i t s  specific  g ra v ity ), u n til the hydro­
s ta t ic  pressure e ither balances or is  greater than the formation
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pressure. Unfortunately, as the d iffe re n tia l pressure across the
bottom of the hole is  increased, the d r i l l in g  rate is  decreased.
The d iffe re n tia l pressure phenomena affecting d r i l l in g  rates
can be explained by two mechanisms.
The f i r s t  is  related to an increase information compressive 
19strength. The d iffe re n tia l pressure increases the rock compres­
sive strength and causes lower d r i l l in g  rates to occur.
21The second mechanism involves bottom hole cleaning. As the
b i t  crushes and scrapes the rock, the chips are held in  place by the
d iffe re n tia l pressure. This mechanism was discussed under V iscosity.
The hold down e ffec t causes regrinding of the rock and less e ff ic ie n t
13 21bottom hole cleaning. Laboratory results ’ have shown that the 
more permeable formations are affected less by d iffe re n tia l pressure. 
The more permeable rocks allow the f lu id  to equalize the d iffe re n tia l 
pressure fas te r than with less permeable rocks.
Data^^*^^*^^*^^ from both laboratory and f ie ld  tests (Figure 5) 
were used in  determining an empirical relationship fo r d iffe re n tia l 
pressure and d r i l l in g  rate . The data were curve f i t te d  by a least 
squares exponential routine and the resulting equation was
RDR = 0.683443Ap0-G4032 (&p>o) (21)
The laboratory and f ie ld  data are from various types o f formations 
and should provide a good estimate of the effects d iffe re n tia l 
pressure has on d r i l l in g  rate fo r most formations.
Summation of D r illin g  Fluid E ffects: The previous discussion 
reviewed the important d r i l l in g  f lu id  properties tha t a ffec t the
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d r i l l in g  rate. There are other d r i l l in g  f lu id  properties; i.e .  o il
content^^*^^*^^’ ^^ that a ffec t the d r i l l in g  ra te , but have not been
considered because of the uncertainty in predicting th e ir  effects on
d r i l l in g  rate. A ll these d r i l l in g  f lu id  properties have a certain
degree o f in te r-re la tionsh ip  and some of th e ir effects on d r i l l in g  
15rate may overlap. The author believes that using these equations 
presented to correct the d r i l l in g  rate predicted by the fundamental 
d r i l l in g  equations w i l l  provide a better model fo r  simulating actual 
conditions.
Hydraulics
2
The basics o f any d r i l l in g  f lu id  hydraulics program are to have
s u ff ic ie n t energy to remove each rock chip as i t  is  generated, clean
the b i t ,  and to have s u ff ic ie n t annular flow rate and carrying
capacity to remove the cuttings and sloughings from the wellbore.
Therefore, to predict the effects of hydraulics on the d r i l l in g  rate
one must know the amount o f hydraulic energy needed at the b i t  and
whether the flow rate needed to obtain th is  hydraulic energy is
greater than the minimum annular flow rate.
Hydraulic Energy Requirements: The data in Figure 6 , from 
27Bobo were used in determining the hydraulic energy requirements. 
These data were curve f i t te d  using a least squares exponential rou­
tine  to fin d  an empirical equation fo r  use in the d r i l l in g  simulator.
i
The re su lt was
.p 0.299228
SHHP = 0.849898(^) . (22)
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Equation 22, although only approximate, establishes the required 
energy needed to provide adequate bottom hole cleaning.
2
Minimum Annular Flow Rate: Annular flow rate requirements 
are dependent upon hole-pipe size, d r i l l in g  ra te , pa rtic le  s ize, 
amount o f sloughing, pa rtic le  density and shape, f lu id  density, 
v iscosity  or y ie ld  point and d r i l l in g  f lu id  flow pattern.
The minimum annular flow rate is  determined by assuming that 
the mass of cuttings entering the hole is equal to the mass of 
cuttings in the mud stream a t the surface. By considering the mass 
o f the rock d r i l le d , the s lip  ve loc ity , and the weight of the mud, 
an expression fo r the minimum annular flow rate was developed. The 
equation is
C,(FR/60.0 + V 60.0)
GPU = 21.7— ------------ jj------- ----------- (23 )
m
The development of equation (23) is  shown in Appendix B. I f  th is
minimum annular flow rate is  not obtained, then fo r  any flow rate
less, the d r i l l in g  rate w il l  be given by
HF GPM(W„)
%  = (--------—  - V 60.0)60.0
2 1 .7 0 , *
The assumption is  made in the d r i l l in g  simulator that i f  the minimum
annular flow rate is  not s a tis fie d , the cuttings w il l  stack up above
2the bottom and eventually ba ll the b i t .  B it ba lling  occurs when the 
b i t  and the d r i l l  collars are simply buried in  cuttings, quite common 
in  fa s t d r i l l in g  areas lik e  the Gulf Coast.
The hydraulic energy requirements and the minimum annular flow
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rate can now be determined.
30The pressure loss equations used in the d r i l l in g  simulator 
are shown below fo r  both laminar and turbulent flow conditions. 
Laminar
P, = (25)
'■ 2 2 5 D j  1 5 0 0 D j ^
and Turbulent
,  .  " V -  . (261
*■ 25.8Dj
Equation 25 assumes a Bingham p las tic  f lu id . Equation 26 is known as 
Fanning's equation.
The flow condition is  determined using Reynold's number
W V D.
Re = 928 ° (27)P
where. Re < 2,000 indicates laminar flow conditions and Re > 2,000 
Indicates turbulent flow conditions.
Tripping
3
Tripping time is  influenced by such factors as depth, r ig  
equipment, r ig  crew e ffic iency , and pressure surges caused by pipe 
movement. These factors are very important, because tripp ing time 
has a d irec t a ffec t on the cost of a d r i l l in g  operation.
For a given depth the time which tripp ing  takes is lim ited  by 
the maximum allowable pipe speed. The d r i l l in g  simulator in th is  
paper assumes tha t the pipe ve locities w i l l  be lim ited by the r ig  and 
crew capab ilities or the maximum allowable pressure surge ve loc ity .
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which ever value is  lower. Therefore i t  is  necessary to be able 
to calculate the maximum pipe ve locity  allowed by pressure surges. 
With the equations (equations 10 and 11) presented by Burkhardt and 
knowing the formation and fracturing pressure gradients the maximum 
allowable pipe ve locity  is  determined. The maximum pipe ve loc ity  
is  the ve locity  that causes a pressure surge equal to the safety 
margins between the lower of ( 1) hydrostatic pressure minus formation 
pressure and (2) fracturing pressure and hydrostatic pressure.
Tripping time is  equal to hoisting time plus connection time 
plus surface time (b it  change). Hoisting time is  determined using 
the lower ve locity o f e ither r ig  and crew capab ilities or pressure 
surges. The connection time and surface time are usually known.
Costs
When the costs o f a d r i l l in g  operation are specified, i t  should 
be c la r if ie d  as to what these costs mean and to whom. The cost of 
d r i l l in g  a well is d iffe re n t fo r  the contractor and the operator.
For example, the costs o f the operator are independent o f r ig  main­
tenance costs. Although, these costs are in d ire c tly  reflected in  
the rates charged by the contractor. In order to obtain the con­
tra c to r's  costs the program should consider factors such as the 
e ffe c t of higher b i t  weights and rotary speeds on d r illp ip e  and 
d r i l l - c o l la r  maintenance.
This program calculates the costs from an operators point o f 
view. That is  the cost per foo t is  a function of b i t  cost, r ig  cost, 
and operating time. The equation used to calculate the cost per
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foo t is
C =
Bc+Rc (Tt+T)
(28)
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COMPUTER PROGRAM
The computer program is  w ritten  in Fortran IV language, fo r  a 
PDP-10 computing system. The Flow diagram and l is t in g  of the program 
are in the Appendix.
The program w i l l  now be discussed by subroutines in  the order 
tha t they are called w ith in the program.
Subroutine INPUT
There are two options as to the input regime. I f  the values of 
A^, and are known, they can be read in d ire c tly  along with 
the d r i l l  tes t values o f v iscos ity , solids content, f i l t r a t io n  rate 
and d iffe re n tia l pressure. These d r i l l  tes t values are the specific  
values obtained from the d r i l l  tes t. I f  the values are not known, 
then the complete set o f d r i l l  test data (Table 4) must be read in .
In th is  case the subroutines COEF and CONST are called.
A fte r the tes t values have been read in , the values of the simu­
lated conditions (Table 5) are read in . Subroutine PRES is  called.
Subroutine COEF
The value o f A^, C^, and S  ̂ are calculated in th is subroutine. 
The equations are the same as developed in Appendix A, only 
rearranged to solve fo r IKf, Cf, and S f.
This subroutine ca lls subroutines CONST, FOOTGE, and PRES.
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Subroutine CONST
The constants used in the fundamental d r i l l in g  equations are 
determined here. The constants are given in Tables 1, 2, and 3.
The values are found by Table look up routines.
Subroutine MUD
This subroutine determines the effects of v iscos ity , solids 
content, and f i l t r a t io n  rate on the d r i l l in g  rate. Using the em­
p ir ic a l relationships presented (equations 17, 18 or 19, and 20) the 
d r i l l in g  rate under the d r i l l  tes t conditions are found by using the 
d r i l l  tes t value of the variable, such as v iscos ity , and substitu ting 
in  the empirical equation to obtain a d r i l l in g  rate. Next the simu­
lated value of v iscosity is  used to obtain a d r i l l in g  rate. The 
ra t io  o f the two d r i l l in g  rates is  used to correct the predicted 
d r i l l in g  rate from the fundamental d r i l l in g  equation. The same pro­
cedure is  used fo r solids content and f i l t r a t io n  rate corrections. 
Subroutine SLIP
This subroutine calculates the s lip  ve locity  o f the d r i l l  
cuttings (equations 8 and 9 ), a value that is then used to determine 
the minimum annular flow rate of the c ircu la ting  system.
Subroutine WEAR
The values of b i t  tooth dullness (equation 8-A) and b i t  bearing 
wear (equation 12-A) are calculated fo r  each time step in th is  sub­
routine. Equations are developed in Appendix A.
Subroutine FOOTGE
The d r i l l in g  rate fo r  each time step is  calculated using the
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fundamental d r i l l in g  rate equation. This d r i l l in g  rate is  then cor­
rected fo r  the effects of v iscos ity , solids content, and f i l t r a t io n  
rate (equations 17, 18 or 19, and 20 respectively). The d r i l l in g  
rate is  then corrected fo r d iffe re n tia l pressure effects (equation 21) 
The solution is  ite ra tiv e  because the d r i l l in g  rate and the d iffe ren­
t ia l  pressure are in te r-re la ted . As the d r i l l in g  rate increases, the 
d iffe re n tia l pressure increases, thus reducing the d r i l l in g  rate.
The ite ra tio n  process is  stopped when the d r i l l in g  rate is  w ith in 
0.001 ^  of the previously calculated d r i l l in g  rate.
The d r i l l in g  rate is  next corrected fo r  hydraulics. I f  the 
spec ific  hydraulic b i t  horsepower is  not s u ffic ie n t to support the 
d r i l l in g  ra te , then the d r i l l in g  rate is  decreased, using equation 22.
This subroutine is  also called by subroutine COEF to determine 
constants fo r the d r i l l in g  rate equation.
Subroutine PRES
This subroutine has m ultip le uses. I t  is  used fo r calculating 
effects o f d iffe re n tia l pressure on d r i l l in g  s im ila r to the procedure 
used in subroutine MUD. I t  also determines the pressure losses in 
the c ircu la ting  system needed fo r the specific  b i t  hydraulic horse­
power calculation using equations 25-27.
This subroutine also calculates the weight o f the d r i l l in g  
f lu id  with cuttings (equation 1-B) used to determine the dynamic 
bottom hole pressure.
Subroutine HHP
The specific  hydraulic b i t  horsepower is  evaluated to determine
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I f  adequate bottom hole cleaning is  obtained. I f  the hydraulics are 
not adequate, then the d r i l l in g  rate w il l  be adjusted to the maximum 
allowable, using equation 22.
Subroutine TRIP
The maximum allowable pipe running ve locity  is calculated in 
th is  subroutine. This maximum allowable pipe running ve loc ity  should 
not be exceeded to maintain a balanced wellbore system. The tripp ing 
time calculated is  based upon the input value of the pipe running 
rate. The maximum allowable pipe ve locity allowed by pressure surge 
is  calculated using equations 10 and 11.
Subroutine ECON
The cost per foo t is  calculated based on r ig  cost, b i t  cost, 
footage, rotating time, and t r ip  time (equation 28).
Subroutine OUTPUT ,
This subroutine simply takes the generated data and prin ts i t  
out in the designed format.
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
In evaluating the empirical relationships incorporated in the 
d r i l l in g  simulator, a number of tes t runs were made. The d r i l l  test 
data used is  lis te d  in  Table 7. These data were used to determine 
values of A^, C^, and S^ needed in  the fundamental d r i l l in g  equations, 
Table 8 shows the data used in the te s t runs. The values fo r mud 
v iscos ity , solids content, f i l t r a t io n  ra te , and density were varied 
Ind iv idua lly , while holding a ll other values constant. The flow rate 
and pump pressu,- were also varied in order to obtain a check on the 
effects of specific  hydraulic b i t  horsepower. The results were 
plotted to compare with the orig ina l empirical relationships.
Figure 7 shows the comparison fo r v iscosity e ffects. Deviation 
from the laboratory results can be seen with a maximum deviation of 
14 percent. Although i t  would be expected that the results should 
be much closer, i t  should be recalled that the effects o f d r i l l in g  
f lu id  properties on the d r i l l in g  rate are accounted fo r  before the 
d iffe re n tia l pressure effects. The d iffe re n tia l pressure effects are 
very sensitive to the d r i l l in g  ra te , because variations in the 
d r i l l in g  rate change the amount o f cuttings in the annular column 
and, therefore, the d iffe re n tia l pressure. Deviations from the 
laboratory results can also be seen in Figures 8 and 9, fo r  solids 
content and f i l t r a t io n  rate respectively. But, because the effects 
o f solids content and f i l t r a t io n  rate on the d r i l l in g  rate are less
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s ig n ifica n t than that of v iscos ity , the deviations from the laboratory 
results are much smaller.
Evaluating the d iffe re n tia l pressure e ffec t on d r i l l in g  ra te , the 
d r i l l in g  f lu id  density was varied from 9-12 lb /g a l. The results are 
shown in Figure 10. The maximum deviation from the curve f it te d  
empirical equation was 10 percent. The laboratory and f ie ld  curve f i t
results were read from Figure 5 and p lo tted , using a base of 500 psi
d iffe re n tia l pressure to determine the percent decrease in the d r i l l ­
ing rate. Errors were probably introduced during the transfer.
I t  is  in teresting to note that in  a l l o f the te s t cases the
d iffe re n tia l pressure actually decreases as the depth of d r i l l in g  is 
increased, which is  contrary to what one might imagine. This decrease 
in  d iffe re n tia l pressure was the resu lt of a decrease in  the d r i l l in g  
rate and, therefore, a decrease in the annular f lu id  column weight 
greater than the associated increase in bottom hole pressure.
The specific  hydraulic b i t  horsepower predictions were almost 
identica l to the orig ina l empirical re lationship. The results are 
shown in  Figure 11.
The f in a l d r i l l in g  rate equation used in the d r i l l in g  simulator 
accounts fo r  the effects o f d r i l l in g  f lu id  properties and hydraulics. 
The d r i l l in g  rate equation is
^  = f(W, N, D. ya, Sg. FIL & iP )
or
^  *= + CHVIS + CHSOL + CHFIL + CHPRES) (29)
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where
CHVIS =
20.557331 p.  <
20.557331 Tu
-0.273871
I
-0.273871
- 1.0
CHSOL =
6.626618 S -0.189087
6.626618 TS -0.189087
- 1.0
QHPIL = 61.58333276 + 0.07083333 F ll q
61.58333276 + 0.07083333 TFIL
,0.64032
CHPRES = 1.0 - 0.683448 AP'
0.683448 Tap0.64032
TMjj = D r i l l  tes t value fo r apparent v iscos ity , cp.
TS  ̂ = D r i l l  tes t value fo r solids content, % vol.
TFIL = D r il l tes t value fo r f i l t r a t io n  rate , cc.
TAP = D r i l l  tes t value fo r d iffe re n tia l pressure, psi.
Equation 29 assumes adequate hydraulics are available. I f  not, 
the d r i l l in g  rate is  given by
SHHP (1.0/0.299228)
(30)
0.849898
The predictions of the d r i l l in g  simulator are subject to the
I
follow ing lim itin g  assumptions s im ila r to those discussed by Young:'
1. D r illin g  cost is  the summation o f b i t  cost, rotating cost, 
and tripp ing cost.
2. Diamond b its  are excluded.
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3. B it  l i f e  is  lim ited by e ither b i t  tooth dullness or b i t  
bearing wear.
4. B it  weight considerations exclude hole deviation.
5. B it types and sizes are lim ited to those lis te d  in 
Tables 1 and 2.
6. Pressure surge calculations are lim ited to 4 1/2, 5, 
and 5 1/2 in . d r illp ip e  sizes.
7. Constants Ap and Sp do not vary with variations in  d r i l l in g  
f lu id  properties, b i t  type and sizes, and hydraulics.
8. The correct value o f C  ̂ fo r  the formation being modeled is  
known.
9. Effects o f d r i l l in g  f lu id  properties and hydraulics varia­
tions are accounted fo r  by empirical equations.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The object o f th is study was to develop a d r i l l in g  simulator 
which would include the in teraction of factors effecting d r i l l in g  
ra te , hydraulics, and tripp ing . Based on th is investigation, the 
follow ing conclusions and recommendations are made:
1. The predictions made by the d r i l l in g  simulator agree with 
the empirical relationships used to formulate the model.
2. Factors affecting d r i l l in g  performance, such as f lu id  prop­
erties and hydraulics, can be included in a mathematical d r i l l in g  
model to provide a better tool fo r  prediction.
3. As a teaching tool the d r i l l in g  simulator can re a lis t ic a lly  
predict the effects of variations in  d r i l l in g  f lu id  properties and 
hydraulics on d r i l l in g  rate and cost.
4. Further d r i l l in g  research is needed to improve the empirical 
equations used to account fo r  d r i l l in g  f lu id  properties and hydraulics 
effects on d r i l l in g  rate.
5. V erifica tion  of the simulator's e ffic iency should be per­
formed through practical application in  f ie ld  tests. Actual f ie ld  
d r i l l in g  performance could be compared to that predicted by the 
d r i l l in g  simulator fo r varying d r i l l in g  f lu id  properties and 
hydraulics.
6. An optimization program should be incorporated w ith in the 
d r i l l in g  simulator.
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Table 2 - B it size parameters 
(From YoungS)
B it  00 
( in .) 02*
6 1/4 .088 5,50
6 3/4 .083 5,61
7 7/8 .074 5,94
8 5/8 .071 6.11
9 5/8 .066 6.38
9 7/8 ,065 6.44
10 3/4 .062 6,68
12 1/4 .058 7.15
*  Based on a destruction weight of 10,000 lb / in  of 
b i t  diameter.
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Table 3 - Tabulation of L function 
(From Galle & Woods
w L
15 6240
20 4439
25 3270
' 30 2496
35 1963
40 1578
45 1288
50 1063
55 884
60 739
65 620
70 520
75 434
80 359
85 294
90 240
95 201
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Table 4 - Data required from d r i l l  test
Well data:
Depth in , f t  
Depth out, f t  
Casing depth, f t  
Casing ID, in .
D r il l pipe ID, in .
D rillp ipe  OD, in .
D r i l l Collar length, f t  
D r i l l co lla r ID, in .
D r il l co lla r OD, in .
B it  or hole size ID, in .
B it  type (Table 1)
Type surface connections (Table 6)
Rotary speed, rpm 
B it  weight, 1,000 lb
B it  dullness, frac tion  o f orig ina l tooth height worn away 
Bearing wear, frac tion  of orig ina l bearing l i f e  expended 
Test time, hr
Formation properties:
Formation pressure gradient, p s i / f t  
Type o f formation, hard or so ft
Mud properties:
Apparent v iscosity , cp 
Mud density, lb/gal 
F iltra tio n  ra te , API 30 min cc 
Solids content, percent by volume 
Yield po in t, lb^/100 ft%
P lastic  v iscos ity , cp
Hydraulics:
Flow rate, gpm 
Pump pressure, psi
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Table 5 - Input data
Well data:
Rotary speed, rpm
B it weight, 1 ,000 lb
B it type Group No. (Table 1)
B it  s ize, in .
Total depth, f t  
Casing depth, f t  
Casing size - ID, in .
D rillp ipe  size - OD, in .
D rillp ipe  size - ID, in .
D r i l l  co lla r length, f t  
D r i l l co lla r size - OD, in.
Tripping ra te , f t /h r
Mud properties:
Density, lb /gal
Apparent v iscos ity , cp
Solids content, percent by volume
F iltra tio n  rate , API 30 min cc
P lastic v iscos ity , cp
Yield po in t, lb^/100 sq f t^
Hydrauli cs:
C irculation rate, gpm 
Pump pressure, psi
Formation properties:
Formation pressure gradient, p s i / f t  
Fracture pressure gradient, p s i / f t  
Type of formation, hard or so ft
Costs:
B it  cost, $
Rig cost, $/hr
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Table 7 - D r ill tes t data used fo r  test runs
Test time, ro ta ting , hr 12
Depth in , f t  10,000
Depth out, f t  10,200
Rotary speed, rpm 110
B it weight, 1,000 lb 40
B it dullness 0.365
Bearing wear 0.75
B it type (Table 1) 2
B it  s ize , in (Table 2) 8 5/8
Casing depth, f t  2,000
Casing ID, in . 11
D rillp ip e  OD, in . 5
D rillp ip e  ID, in . 4.276
D r i l l  co lla r length, f t  400
D r i l l  co lla r OD, in . 7.75
D r i l l  co lla r ID, in . 3
Mud weight, lb /gal 12
Apparent v iscosity , cp 15
P lastic  v iscos ity , cp 22
Solids content, percent volume 10
F iltra t io n  ra te , cc 7
Yield po in t, lb^/100 f t^  12 .
C irculation ra te , gpm 400
Pump pressure, psi 2,500
Type surface connections (Table 6) 3
Formation gradient, p s i / f t  0.465
Soft formation
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Table 8 - Data used fo r  test runs
Rotary speed, rpm 
B it  weight, 1 ,000 lb 
B it  type (Table 1)
B it s ize , in.(Table 2)
Depth, f t  
Casing depth, f t  
Casing ID, in .
D rillp ipe  OD, in .
D rillp ipe  ID, in .
D r i l l  co lla r length, f t  
D r i l l  co lla r OD, in .
D r i l l  co lla r ID, in .
Mud weight, lb/gal 
Apparent v iscos ity , cp 
P lastic v iscos ity , cp 
Solids content, % vol 
F iltra tio n  ra te , cc 
Yield po in t, Ib^/lOO^
Circulation ra te , gpm
Pump pressure, psi
Type surface connections, (Table 6)
Formation gradient, p s i / f t
Formation fracture gradient, p s i / f t
Soft formation
Tripping speed, f t / h r
Time step, hr
Rig cost, $/hr
B it cost, $
100
50
2
8.625
10,000
2,000
11
5
4.276
400
7.75
3
9-12
10-30
22
10-30
7-120
12
135-400
1,500-2,500
3
0.465
0.75
2,000
0.01
50
250
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0 -  C u r v e  f i t  d a t a
10
20
W e l l  A
W e l l  0
W e l l  a
W e l l  H
£ u n n i n g h a mW e l l  E
M a u r e r
1 1  D
0  2 0 0  4 0 0  6 0 0  8 0 0  1 0 0 0
D i f f e r e n t i a l  p r e s s u r e , p s i  
F i g u r e  5 *  P e r c e n t  d e c r e a s e  i n  d r i l l i n g  r a t e -  D i f f e r e n t i a l
p r e s s u r e ,  ( f r o m  V i d r i n e  a n d  B e n i t ^ ^ )
1200
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APPENDIX A
DEVELOPMENT OF THE INTEGRATED FORMS OF THE FUNDAMENTAL DRILLING 
EQUATIONS
DRILLING RATE EQUATION
The d r i l l in g  rate equation from Galle and Woodŝ  is
M ultip lying both sides by dT and integrating dF from F  ̂ to F^+  ̂ and 
dT from T^ to T^+^, equation (1-A) becomes
dF = dT
^ aP
f  ^ n + 1  Q k p  f ^ n + 1
F = -Tn>- (2-A)
Equation (2-A) is  used to calculate the footage d r il le d  during a time 
step. The d r i l l in g  rate is  given by equation (3-A) where
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APPENDIX A (Continued)
BIT RATE OF DULLING EQUATION
9The b i t  rate of du lling equation from Young is
§  -
A (̂PN + QN̂ )
(-D^W + Dgjfl + Ĉ D)
or
(1 + C,D)dD = A. ( f "  — - dT. 
' f(-D,W + Dg)
(5-A )
Now in tegrating dD from D̂  to D̂ +̂  and dT from T  ̂ to T^+^, equation 
(5-A) becomes
f ( r i  c,D)dD = A , M ± M ! L f d r '
D_ ' T(-DJW + Do) ^ T .
D +
C,D< V I = (PN + QN̂ ) 
f(-D,W + Dg)
n+1
Simplifying equation (6-A) a quadratic equation is  found where D̂  is  
the tooth dullness from the previous time step.
(D + f l & l )  .  (D„ + = A ,lE îLL g rÔ _  AT
" 1 2 " 2 (-D^W + Dg)
+ Dn+1 (-D,W + Dg)
= 0 (7-A)
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APPENDIX A (Continued)
Equation (7-A) can now be solved fo r the new b i t  dullness, D^^  ̂ by 
using the positive root from the quadratic formula.
1 _2C, a t (8-A)
* "  2 f(D.W + D«)
V i  = -1+ --------------------    — ---------- •
Equation (8-A). is  used to calculate the b i t  dullness fo r  any time 
step AT.
BIT BEARING WEAR EQUATION
The b i t  bearing wear equation from Galle and Woods  ̂ is
B = . (9-A)
In equation (9-A) B is  the b i t  bearing l i f e  in  hours. Let B  ̂ denote 
the frac tion  o f bearing l i f e  expended during a time step AT. Then
R - I  - ÜÆ  • ( 10-A)
”  B "  S^L
W riting equation (lO-A) in d iffe re n tia l form i t  becomes
= I f  0 1 -A )
Now integrating dB from B to B̂  , and dT from T„ to  T ., equation 
(11-A) becomes
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APPENDIX A (Continued) 
B
/ *n+l r^n+1
\
Bx -  = - r rV i  ^n
Equation (12-A) is used in the program to determine the bearing wear 
during the time step.
In a ll o f these equations i t  is  assumed that the rotary speed 
and b i t  weight is  held constant over the time step.
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APPENDIX B
DEVELOPMENT OF THE MINIMUM ANNULAR FLOW RATE EQUATION
Assume the d r i l l  cuttings have a density of 21.7 lb /g a l; then 
the weight of the mud plus cuttings in the annular column is  given 
by equation (1-B ).*^
„  = „  , ^4 ^ FR X (21.7 - Ŵ ) (1-B)
Cg(Vj -  FR)
The mass rate of cutting entering the mud stream due to the d r i l l in g  
rate must be equal to the mass rate of cuttings being carried by the 
mud stream to the surface. Therefore, equating the two, equation 
(2-B) is obtained.
GPM iS & ll X Solids = F R X C.-iSâli X 2 1 . 7 (2-B)
(min) (gal) (min) ( f t )  (gal)
The amount o f solids in  the mud is  given by equation (3-B).
Solids = (W„, -  Ŵ ) (3-B)
(gal) (gal)
Using th is relationship and equation (1-B) and substitu ting in to  
equation (2-B)
GPM X (Wms - WJ = FR x x  21.7 
Solving fo r GPM
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FR X C- X 21.7  
GPM = --------- ------------
V  - “ m
From equation (1-B)
C, X FR X (2 1 .7  -  W„) 
W - W = —--------------------------5L
Cg(Vp -  FR)
therefore
FR X C. X 21 .7  X C ,(V „ -  FR)
GPM = ---------   V E ---------- . (4-B)
C4 X FR X (2 1 .7  -  W )
The cutting ve locity  in equation (4-B) is related to s lip  ve locity  
Vg and mud stream velocity  by equation (5-B).
\  -  If (5-B)
therefore
Vp = lf-V (5-B)
Substituting equation (6-B) fo r the pa rtic le  ve locity in to  equation 
(4 -B )
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21.7 X C g W  - V^) -  Fr]
6PM = -------------- —̂  ------------------- -
(2 1 .7  - W J
Solving fo r GPM
21 .7  X (GPM -  V, X C, -  FR X C ,)
GPM = ----------------------- 5------ i --------------£_
(2 1 .7  -  WJ
2 1 .7  X C, (V , + FR)
GPM = ------------   5--------  (7-B)
«m
I f  the s lip  ve locity  is in  units of ft/sec  and d r i l l in g  rate in f t / h r ,  
then equation 7-B) becomes
21 .7  X C« (V , X 60.0 + FR/60.0)
GPM = ------------      (8-B)
«m
Equation (8-B) gives the minimum annular flow rate in  terms of the 
weight of the mud, the d r i l l in g  ra te , and the pa rtic le  s lip  ve loc ity . 
I f  th is  minimum annular flow rate is not obtained, then fo r any given 
flow rate equation (8-B) may be solved fo r the maximum allowable 
d r i l l in g  rate that w i l l  maintain steady state conditions (equation 
2-B).
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APPENDIX C - NOMENCLATURE
ENGLISH SYMBOLS
A = 0.928125 D̂  + 6.0 D+1
A^ = Formation abrasiveness parameter
A, = Empirical geometry coe ffic ien t, turbulent
flow
B = B it bearing l i f e
Bç = B it  cost
B̂  = Empirical geometry coe ffic ien t, laminar
flow
C = Total d r i l l in g  cost per foot
Cj, = Formation d r i l ia b i l i t y  parameter
C| = Constant dependent upon b it  type (Table 1)
Cg = Annular volume between d r illp ip e  and hole
= H istorica l constant, expresses magnitude of 
penetration rate reduction to b i t  tooth wear.
= Volume of hole being d r ille d
D = B it tooth dullness, fraction of orig ina l 
tooth height worn away
Dj = Internal pipe diameter; (D^-Dy) fo r  annulus
Dg = Empirical e ffective  pipe s tring  OD
D̂  = Inside diameter of hole
Dp = Partic le  diameter
D̂ = Constant dependent upon b i t  size (Table 2)
Dg = Constant dependent upon b i t  size (Table 2)
UNITS
hr
$
$ / f t
gal
f t
in*
In.
in .
f t
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ENGLISH SYMBOLS (Continued)
f
F
FIL
FR
9
6PM
1
K
1
L
m
M
n
N
P
m
= Fanning f r ic t io n  factor 
= Distance d r ille d  by b i t  
= F iltra tio n  ra te , API 30 min 
= D r illin g  rate 
= Acceleration of gravity 
= Minimum annular flow rate 
= N + 4.343 X 10‘ 5
= 1.0 ( fo r  most formations, except very so ft) 
0.6 ( fo r  very so ft formations)
= Total pipe length
= Tabulated function of R used in bearing 
l i f e  equation (Table 3)
= 1359.1 -714.19 Log^o R
= B it  threshold weight
= P lastic viscosity
= Rotary speed
= 1.0 ( fo r  f la t  crested b i t  tooth wear)
0.5 ( fo r  self-sharpening or chipping type 
b i t  tooth wear)
= Pressure loss
= Pressure surge
= formation pressure
= Mud column pressure
UNITS
dimensionless
f t
cc
f t / h r
ft/sec^
gpm
f t
1,000 lb 
Ib /s e c /ft 
rpm
psi
psi/1 ,000 f t  
psi 
psi
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ENGLISH SYMBOLS (Continued)
UNITS
Constant dependent on b i t  type (Table 1) 
Constant dependent on b i t  type (Table 1) 
-100 -100
e N"428 + .2N(l-e N )̂
-TOO -100
e N'^S + . 5N(i-e ^^)
fo r  hard formations
fo r  so ft formations
c
RDC
RFR
Re
Sc
Sf
SHHP
t
m
s
VOL
Rig cost per hour
Reduced d r i l l in g  rate
Relative d r i l l in g  rate to water
Reynolds number
Solids content
D rillin g  f lu id  parameter
Specific hydraulic b i t  horsepower
Partic le  thickness
Tripping time
Rotating time
D rillin g  f lu id  stream velocity 
Velocity of pipe 
Partic le  s lip  velocity 
Partic le  volume 
B it  weight
Equivalent 7 7/8 in . b i t  weight
$/hr
percent
dimensionless 
percent vol
hp 
f t  
hr 
hr 
ft/se c  
ft/m in  
ft/se c  
f t :
1,000 lb
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APPENDIX C (Continued) UNIT
ENGLISH SYMBOLS (Continued)
Wjjj = Mud density lb/gal
Wms = Mud density with solids lb/gal
X = Empirical s lip  ve locity  factor fo r
laminar s lip  dimensionless
^  = Shear rate sec“ ^
GREEK SYMBOLS
o = Empirical opening coe ffic ien t, turbulent flow
3 = Empirical opening co e ffic ie n t, laminar flow
aP = D iffe ren tia l pressure (P^ - P^) psi
o = Weight exponent in bearing wear equation
X = Rotary speed exponent in d r i l l in g  rate equation
y = Fluid v iscosity cp
Pg = Apparent viscosity cp
Wp = P lastic viscosity cp
Pjjj = Mud density Ib / f t^
Ps = B it cutting density Ib / f t^
T = Shear stress Ib^/lOO f t^
2
T = Yield point lb^/100
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APPENDIX D - FLOW DIAGRAM
No
Read in d r i l l  
tes t data.
2nd part input data.
Read in s imu1 a tion data.
Determine value of SHHP 
and p r in t out input data.
Determine constants fo r  funda« 
mental d r i l l i ng equations_,___
Calculate the correction fac- 
to r fo r  f lu id  proper tie s .
t
Calculate the s lip  ve locity 
o f the cuttings__________ _
Determine the instantaneous 
b i t  dull in g  and bearing wear.
____________ r~ ....... .... , , ; i
Calculate the d r i l l in g  rate & 
footage, correct fo r f lu id  
properti es.
B it ' ^  
dullness or bear^
ĝ wear O.j
____________   Yes______
Calculate the tripp ing time & 
maximum allowable pipe veloci t y  
t
Determine constants used in 
the calculation of A^,C^,S^>
Obtain values of constants 
fo r d r i l l in g  rate equation.
Calculate values of p and 
iHHB____________________
Determine the correction factor 
fo r  p and determine resulting | 
d r i l l in g  rate.______   I
Correct the d r i l l in g  rate fo r 
hydraulics e ffects .
I
Calculate the 
cost per foo t.
"   %
[P rin t the generated data.
B E E ]
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C T H I S  PRüGRAi ' i  I S A MATHEMATI CAL D R I L L I N G  MODEL,  THAT CAN 
C BE USED TO P R E D I C T  D R I L L I N G  RATE AND COST.  I T  ACCOUNTS
C FOR THE e f f e c t s  OF MUo P R O P E R T I E S  a NO HYDRAULI CS ON
C T h e  D R I L L I N G  RATE.  THE THREE FUNDAMENTAL D R I L L I N G  EQUATI ONS
C OF D R I L L I N G  RATE,  S I T  D U L L I N G  RATE,  ANO B I T  BEARI NG WEAR
c Ra t e  a r e  t h e  b a s i s  f o r  t h e  p r e d i c t i o n s , t h e  d r i l l i n g  r a t e
C CALCULATED I S  THEN CORRECTED FOR EFFECTS OF V I S C O S I T Y ,
c S o l i d s  c p n t e n t  a n d  f i l t r a t i o n  r a t e , t h e n  t h e  e f f e c t s
C OF d i f f e r e n t i a l  PRESSURE AND HYDRAULI CS ARE C O N S I D E R E D ,
c T h e  program a l s o  d e t e r m i n e s  m a x i m u m  p i p e  r u n n i n g
C S P E E D , C U T T I N G  S L I P  V E L O C I T Y  AND MI NI MUM ANNULAR FLOW RATE.
C NOMENCLATURE!
C
C AF= F ORMATI ON ABRASI VE NES S PARAMETER.
C BCOS T :  P I T  C O S T , î .
C B S I 7 E =  B I T  S I Z E , I N ,
C BTYPE=  H I T  t y p e  ( T ABL E 1 )  .
C B I T H P :  h o r s e p o w e r  a v a i l a b l e  AT THE B I T , H P ,
C C A S I O :  CASI NG 1 , 0 . , I N ,
C CC OS T :  TOTAL COST PER FOOT,
C O F :  FORMATI ON DR I L L A 3 I L I T Y  PARAMETER.
C CF OOT :  t o t a l  FOOTAGE FOR THE B I T  R U N , F T ,
C C H F I L =  CORRECTI ON FACTOR FOR THE F I L T R A T I O N  RATE,
C C O S T ( ) =  10 F T ,  i n t e r v a l  C O S T , S / F T .
C CHPRESs CORRECTI ON FACTOR FOR D I F F E R E N T I A L  PRESSURE,
C C H S 0 L =  " " S O L I D S - C O N T E N T ,
C C H V I S s  " " V I S C O S I T Y .
C DCL= D R I L L  COLLAR L E N G T H , F T .
C DC I D :  » " 1 , 0 , , I N .
C DCODa " " 0 . 0 , , I N ,
C D E P T H :  TOTAL D E P T H , F T ,
C DNEW:  B I T  TOOTH D U L L NE SS,
C DPL= D R I L L  P I P E  L E N G T H , F t .
C D P I D : "  " I . D , , I N ,
C OPOD="  " O . D , , I N .
C F :  d i s t a n c e  d r i l l e d  b y  B i t  f o r  t h e  t i m e  STEP
C F I L T R :  F I T R A T I O N  R A T E . C C .
C P P G:  f o r m a t i o n  PRESSURE G R A D I E N T , P S I / P T .
C FRs  D R I L L I N G  RATE , F T / H R ,
C F RACG:  FORMATI ON FRACTURE G R A D I E N T , P S I / F T .
C F R A V E O :  a v e r a g e  D R I L L I N G  RATE FOR THE 10  F T .  I N T E R V A L , F T / H R ,
C GPM= C I R C U L A T I O N  R A T E . G P M.
C N B I T :  B I T  NUMBER.
C PGDN:  PRESSURE DROP THROUGH THE SURFACE C O N N E C T I O N S , P S I ,
c p s ( > = k a x i m u m  a l l o w a b l e  P r e s s u r e  s u r g e , p s i / i b o o f t .
C PSURa SURFACE ° U H P ■P RE S S U R E , PS I ,
C P T O T a L s FRESSURE d r o p  I N  THE A N N U L U S . P S I ,
c p v :  P L A S T I C  v i s c o s i t y , C P .
C Q L I F T :  THE MI N I MUM ANNULAR FLOW RAT E . GP M.
C RCOS T :  P I G  C O S T , î / H R ,
C RPM:  r o t a r y  s p e e d , R P m ,
c . S F :  d r i l l i n g  f l u i d  P a r a m e t e r ,
C S H H P :  S P E C I F I C  B I T  HYDRAUL I C  HORSEPOWER,
C S O L I D S :  S OL I D S  CONTENT Of  THE MUD.JSVOL.
C T D C A 5 :  d e p t h  OF THE C A S I N G , F T ,
C T D E L T :  T I ME  S T E P , H R ,
C T I N C O s TOTAL B I T  RUN T I M E , H R ,
C T I M E O s  10 F T ,  I NT E RVAL  D R I L L I N G  T I M E , H R ,
C T O T A L E :  TOTAL PRESSURE DROP I N  THE C I R C U L A T I N G  S Y S T E M , P S I ,
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T T R I P s  t o t a l  T R I P  T I M E , H R .
T Y P E :  TYPE SURFACE CONN E C T I ON S .
V i s e  V I S C O S I T Y , C P .
V P L O e  a l l o w a b l e  P I P E  V E L O C I T Y - L A M I N A R , F T / M I N .  
V P T ( ) =  " " - t u r b u l e n t , F T / M I N ,
We B I T  W E I G H T , 1 0 0 ?  LB,
WMs m u d  d e n s i t y , l b / g a l ,
WWs E q UI  v a l e n t  7 7 / 3  B I T  W E I G H T , 1 0 0 0  LB,
Y I E L D :  y i e l d  P O I N T , L B / 1 0 0  S O , F T ,
COMMON B C O S T , R C O S T , S T Y P E , B S I Z E  
COMMON P , C , 0 , D M , D N , V , D , 0 E P T H
F X , F R C , F R , F , B X , B X F , O N E W  
T T R I P , T S U R , n 8 I T  
W , W W , H B , R P M , T N C , T D f L T , D N F , E L  
T T O T A L , S , H , 8 X N , O O L n , F O u D , C F , A F
TTOC*^ T C o C T D r r . T r - A Q t r Y  T n o i  T n r i
T R P m
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COMMON
c o m m o n
COMMON
COMMON
c o m m o n
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON
c o m m o n
c o m m o n
c o m m o n
r , , , , 0 , 0 , , , S F
r 0 C A S , T 8 S I 2 E , T C A S i D , T D P L , T 0 C L , T D P 0 D , T D C 0 D
; M , T W , T B O U L L , T B W E A R , T T I M E , T O I N , T D O U T , T B T Y P E
: P G , T $ K , T H Y , T V I S , T F I L T R , T S O L I D S , T W M , T Y I E L O
' V . T G P M . T S H H P . T P S u R
T F  ............ ......................
T P , T & P m , P , T P S u R 
D L I D S , P y , F i U T R , Y l E L O . W M , G P M , T O C A S , C A S I D , O C L
p o n . D c o n . p s u R . f p g
SCI . . .  . .  . . . . .
D P O O , C O O , P S U P , F P G
  -  S H H P , T A D E P T h , S H H P , k i l l , AVEDR
..................  0 , B 1 G
F O O T ( S ? 0 ) , A U X ( 5 0 0 ) , A X ( 5 0 0 ) , T E E T H ( 5 0 0 ) , B E A R( 5 0 0 )  
V S L I P . O L I F T ,  V I S ,  T Y PE ,  FRACG,  D P I D ,  OC 1 0 ,  WMS, J I G ,  CONV
t s , t h , t a , t p , t r s , t r h , t d p i d , t d c i o , t f o o t , t w m s  
T T Y P E ,  I V I S , I S O L , I F i l , I P R E S , I W , I R P M , I D E P , I DEN 
. 2
m a r k , f l a g , I . .. . ................................  _.
COMMON C C O S T , C F O O T , C O U N T , C l , I J . F R C U M  
COMMON O E P T H I ( 5 0 0 )  , F R . A V E ( 5 0 0 )  , C O S T ( 5 0 0 )  , T I M E ( 5 0 0 )
COMMON F A C T O H ( 5 0 0 ) , T I N C ( 1 2 2 ) , D E P T H F ( 1 0 0 )  
c o m m o n  CH S OL i C H V I S , C H F I l , CHPRES  
COMMON F H H P , T D E L T p , L E F T , N O , l  
COMMON ( 5 ? 0 )
COMMON 
COMMON 
COMMON 
COUNT b C 
C l  * 1.0 
T lM E (a)sp ,0 
T l N C ( 0 ) s p , 3  
IJ  = 0
F R C U M s 0 , 0  
B l G s 0 , 0  
H B s 0 , 0  
NBITea 
1 CONTI NUE  
F X * 0 . 0  
B X F S 0 . 0  
D N F S 0 . 0  
N B l T e ’v B I T * !
READ I N  THE RELEVANT D R I L L I N G  DATA.
CALL I NPUT
DET E RMI NE THE CONTANTS To BE USEO I N  THE FUNDAMENTAL D R I L L I N G
e q u a t i o n s .
CALL c o n s t  
d e t e r m i n e  t h e  e f f e c t s  
f i l t r a t i o n  r a t e  ON 
CALL mu d
c a l c u l a t e  t h e  p a r t i c l e  S l i p  v e l o c i t y  
Ca l l  s l i p  
T H I S  p r o g r a m  i s  w r i t t e n  TO 
OF s i m u l a t i o n  I S  REACHED 
WEAR OUT.
I N C b I F I X ( T T O T a L / T D E L T )
OF v i s c o s i t y , S O L I D S
D R I L L I N G  Ra t e .
CONTENT AND
i t e r a t e  on  
OR THE B I T
T I ME U N T I L  A s p e c i f i e d  
TEETH OR BEARI NGS
T I ME
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DO 13  1 = 1 , I NC 
C5 = F L 0 A T (  I )
T N C a C 5 » T P F L T
OOLD=ONF
BXNeHXF
C CALCULATE TGOTH DUL L I N G ANO BEARI NG WEAR.
CALL we a r
FOLO=FX
C CALCULATE THE D R I L L I N G  RATE.
CALL FOOTGE
I F ( D N F . G T . F . e , 0 R . B X F . G T , 2 . 3 )  GO TO 21  
10 con tinue  
GO TO
21 continue
C DET ERMI NE THE T R I P P I N G  SPEED.
Ca l l  t r i p
C CALCULATE THE D R I L L I N G  COST,
Ca l l  e c o n
C P R I N T  THE GENERATED DATA,
CALL o u t p u t  
20  CONTI NUE  
STOP
END
Î F T R A N  I NPUT
s u b r o u t i n e  i n p u t
C T H I S  SUBROUT I NE READS I N THE I NPUT  DATA.  
c o m m o n  B C O S T , R C O S T , B T Y P E . B S I Z E  
COMMON P , C , 0 , D M , D N , V , 0 , D E P T H  
c o m m o n  F X , F R C , F R , F , B X , 8 X F , o n e w  
COMMON T T R I P , T S U R , - i S l T  •
COMMON W , N W , H 3 , R P M , T N C , T D £ L T , 0 N F , E L  
COMMON T T 3 T A L , S , H , P X N , 0 0 L D , F 0 L D , C F , A F , S F  
c o m m o n  T T O C A S , T S S i H E . T C A S î D , T O P L , T D C L , T D P O D , T D C O D  
c o m m o n  T R P M , T W , T 8 0 U L L , T B W E A R , T T l M E , T D I N , T n 0 U T , T B T Y P E
COMMON t f p g , t s k , t h k , t v i s , t f i l t r , t s o l i o s , t m m , t y i e l o  
c o m m o n  T P V , T G P M , T S H N P , T P S u R
COMMON SOL I D S , P v , F I L T R , Y I E L D , W M , G P M , T D C A S , C A S I O , D C L  
COMMON D P O D , O C O D , P S U R , F P G
COMMON M A R K , F L A G , I S H H P , T A 0 E P T H , S H H P , K I L L , A V E D R
COMMON C C O S T , C F O O T , C O U N T , C l , I J . F R C U M
COMMON D F P T H I ( 5 0 0 ) , F R A V E ( 5 0 3 1 , C O S T ! 5 0 0 ) , T I M E ( 5 0 0 )
. COMMON F A C T O R ( 5 0 0 ) , T l N C ( l K 0 ) , O E P T H F ( 1 0 0 )
COMMON C H S 0 L , C H V I S , C H F I L . C U P R £ S  
c o m m o n  F H H P , T U E L T P , L E F T , N 0 , 8 I G
c o m m o n  F O O T ( 5 0 0 ) , A U X ( 5 0 0 ) , A X ( 5 0 0 ) , T E E T H ( 5 0 8 ) , B E A R ( 5 0 0 )
COMMON V S L I P f O L I F T ,  V I S , t y p e , F R A C G , D P I D , O C I Ü , W M S , J I G , C O N V  
c o m m o n  T S , T H , T A , T P , T R S , T R H , T n P I D , T D C I D , T F O O T , T w M S  
c o m m o n  T T Y P E ,  I V I S ,  i S O L ,  I F i l , I P R E S ,  I W,  I RPM,  I D E P ,  I D E iN 
C 0 N V : 1 4 4 . / ( 6 3 . * 7 , 4 3 1 )
1 FORMAT ( F )
I F ( N B I T . g T . I )  go  t o  9 9 3  
I F ( I S H H P . E o . l )  GO TO 9 0 0  
W R I T E ( 5 , 7 3 0 )
7 0 0  F O R M A T C  d a t a  r e q u i r e d  f r o m  D R I L L  T E S T ' / / / )
W R I T E ( 6 , 9 3 5 )
9 0 5  F O R M A T C  i f  c o e f f i c i e n t s  ARE KNOWN TYPE 1 ' / )
R E A D * 7 , 1 )  CHECK 
l F ( C H E C K . G T . i : . F )  GO TO 9 0 6
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WRITE(6,702)
7 0 2  FORMAT!
W R I T E ( 6  
7 0 4  FORMAT!  
R E A D ! 7 ,  
W R I T E ( 6  
7 0 6  FORMAT!  
R E A D ( 7 ,  
W R I T E ( 6  
7 0 8  FORMAT!  
R E A 0 ( 7 ,  
W R I T E ( 6  
7 1 3  FORMAT!
w e l l  d a t a i ' )
7 0 4 )
TEST T I M E . ( R O T A T I N G ) H R S ' / )
T T I H E  
7 3 6  )
d e p t h  a t  b e g i n n i n g  o f  t e s t  F T ' / )
TO I N  
7 0 8  )
d e p t h  a t  e n d  o f  T E S T  F T ' / )
TDOUT
7 1 0 )
TEST r o t a r y  s p e e d . . . . . R P M ' / )
R E A D ( 7 , 1 )  TRPM
W R I T E ( 6  
7 1 2  FORMAT!
R E A D ( 7 . 1 )  TW
W R I T E ( 6  
7 1 4  FORMAT!
R E A 0 ( 7 . 1 )  TBDULL
W R I T E ( 6  
7 1 6  FORMAT!
R E A D ( 7 , 1 )  TBWEAR
W R I T E ( 6  
7 1 8  FORMAT!
R E A 0 ( 7 , 1 )  TBTYPE
W R I T E ( 6  
7 2 0  FORMAT!
R E A D ( 7 , 1 )  T 3 S I H E  
W R I T E ( 6
7 2 2  FORMAT!  
R E A D ( 7 .  
WR 1 T E ( 6  
7 2 4  FORMAT!
W R I T E ( 6  
7 2 6  FORMAT!
■ W R I T E ( 6  
7 3 2  FORMAT!
W R I T E ( 6  
7 3 0  FORMAT!
W R I T E ! 6  
7 3 4  FORMAT!
R E A D ! 7 , 1 )  TOOL
W R I T E ! 6  
7 3 8  FORMAT!
W R I T E ( 6  
7 3 6  FORMAT!
W R I T E ( 6
W R I T E I 6  
7 4 2  FORMAT!
R E A 0 I 7 , 1 )  T V I S
W R I T E ( 6  
744 FORMAT!
7 1 2 )
TEST B I T  W E I G H T . . . . , 1 0 0 0 L B ' / )
7 1 4  )
B I T  D U L L N E S S ' / )
7 1 6 )
BEARI NG W E A R ' / )
7 1 8 )
B I T  T Y P E ' / )
7 2 0 )
B I T  S I Z E . . . . . I N C H E S ' / )
TYPE-  s u r f a c e  C O N N E C T I O N S ' / )  
) TTYPE  
7 2 4 )
CASI NG D E P T H , , . . . F E E T ' / )
R E A D ( 7 , 1 )  TTOCAS
7 2 6 )
CASI NG I . D .  , . . . . . I N C H E S ' / )
R E A D ! 7 , 1 )  T CA S I D
7 3 2 )
D R I L L  P I P E  O . D .  . . . . . I N C H E S ' / )
R E A D ! 7 , 1 )  TDPOD
R E A D ! 7 , 1 )  T DPI O
7 3 0 )
OR I L L  P I P E  1 , 0  . I N C H E S ' / )
7 3 4 )
D R I L L  c o l l a r  L E N G T H , . , . . F E E T ' / )
7 3 3 )
D R I L L  c o l l a r  0 , 0  . I N C H E S ' / )
R E A D ! 7 , 1 )  TDCOD
7 3 6 )
D R I L L  c o l l a r  I . D . , . . . . . I N C H E S ' / )
R E A D ! 7 , 1 )  T D C I D
7 4 0 )
7 4 0  F O R M A T ! / / , '  MUD P R O P E R T I E S ! ' )
742)
a p p a r e n t  V I S C O S I T Y  C P ' / )
7 4 4 )
f i l t r a t i o n  Ra t e  a p i - s d m i n , .cc/ )
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R E A D ( 7 , 1 )  T F I L T R  
W R I T E ( 6 , 7 4 6 )
7 4 6  FORMAT!  I SOL I DS  C ON T E N T . . .  PER CENT V O L U M E ' / )
R E A 0 ( 7 , 1 )  T SOL I US  
W R I T E ! 6 , 7 4 8 )
7 4 3  F O R M A T ! '  HUD D E N S I T Y , . . . . L B / G A L ' / )
R E A D ( 7 , 1 )  TWM
W R I T E ( 6 , 7 5 ? )
7 5 0  F O R M A T ! '  y i e l d  PC I ' jT . . . . .  L B F / 1 0 0  SO F T ' / )
R E A D ! 7 , 1 )  T Y I E L D  
W R I T E ! 6 , 7 5 2 )
7 5 2  F O R M A T ! '  P L A S T I C  V I S C O S I T Y  C P ' / )
R E A D ! 7 , 1 )  TPV 
W R I T E ( 6 , 2 0 6 )
2 0 6  F O R M A T ! / / , '  H Y D R A U L I C S ! ' )
W R I T E ( 6 , 7 5 4 )
7 5 4  F O R M A T ! '  C I R C U L A T I O N  R A T E . . . . . GPM ' / )
READ!  7 , 1 )  TGPM 
W R I T E ! 6 , 7 5 6 )
7 5 6  F O R M A T ! '  PUMP PRESSURE . . . . . P S I ' / )
READ!  7 , 1 )  TPSUR 
■ W R I T E ! 6 , 2 2 0 )
2 2 0  F O R M A T ! / / , '  FORMATI ON P R O P E R T I E S : ' )
W R I T E ! 6 , 7 9 6 )
7 9 6  F O R M A T ! '  FORMATI ON PRESSURE G R A D I E N T . . . . . P S I / F T ' / )
R E A D ! 7 , 1 )  TFPG
W R I T E ! 7 , 7 9 7 )
7 9 7  F O R M A T ! '  TYPE 1 , F 0 R  SOFT F O R M A T I O N ' / )
R E A 0 < 7 , 1 )  t s
W R I T E ( 7 , 7 9 6 )
7 9 8  F O R M A T ! '  TYPE 1 , F 0 R  HARO F O R M A T I O N ' / )
R E A D ! 7 , 1 )  TH
CALL COEF
I F ! C H E C K . E L ' , 0 . 0 )  GO TO 9 9 a  
9 0 6  c o n t i n u e
W R I T E ! t , o 0 7 )
9 0 7  FORMAT!  
READ! 7,  
W R I T E ! 6
9 0 8  FORMAT!
R E A D ! 7 , 1 )  AF
W R I T E ! 6  
9 0 9  FORMAT!
READ! 7 , 1 )  SF
W R I T E ! 6 
9 1 0  FORMAT!
R E A D ! 7 , 1 )  T V I S
C F = ' / )  
) CF
9 8 8 )
A F * ' / )
9 0 9 )
S F : ' / )
9 1 0 )
a p p a r e n t  V I S C O S I T Y , C P = ' / )
W R I T E ! 6
9 1 1  FORMAT!
R E A D ! 7 ,
W R I T E ( 6
9 1 2  FORMAT!
R E A D ! 7 ,
W R I T E ( 6
9 1 3  FORMAT!
R E A D ! 7 , 1 )  TDELTP
9 9 8  CONTI NUE
W R I T E ! 6 , P 2 2 )
8 2 2  F O R M A T ! / / , ' WELL DATA!  ' ) 
WRI TE ( 6 , 2 )
9 1 1 )
S OL I DS  C O N T E N T , P e r  CENT V O L * ' / )  
T S OL I D S
9 1 2 )
f i l t r a t i o n  R a T E . C C : ' / )  
t f u . t r
9 1 3 )
d i f f e r e n t i a l  p r e s s u r e , P S I : ' / )
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2 FORMAT!  
READ ! 7
WRI T E ! 6 , 3 )
3 FORMAT!  
r e a d  ! 7  
W R I T E ! 6
12  FORMAT!  
R E A D ! 7 .  
W R I T E !  6
13  FORMAT!  
R E A D ! 7 ,
W R I T E ( 6
I S  FORMAT!  
R E A D ! 7 ,  
: F ( N B I T  
W R I T E ! 6  
45  FORMAT!
R E A D ! 7 ,
5 1 2  W R I T E ( 6  
; 514  FORMAT!  
R E A D ! 7 ,  
W R 1 T E I 6  
; 500  FORMAT!  
R E A 0 ! 7 .  
W R I T E ! 6  
5 0 2  FORMAT!  
R E A 0 ! 7 .  
W R I T E ! 6  
5 0 8  FORMAT!
R E A 0 ( 7 , 1 ) 0 C L  
W R I T E ! 6  
5 0 4  FORMAT!
B I T  W E I G H T , . . . . . 1 0 0 0  POUNDS s ' / )  
1 ) W 
12)
B I T  TYPE GROUP No ,  s ' / )
D B T Y P E
1 3 )
B I T  S I Z E . . . I N C H E S : ' / )
D B S I Z E
1 5 )
TOTAL D E P T H    . F E E T ' / )
1)0
G T . l )  GO TO 6 2 4  
4 5 )
CASI NG D E P T H , , . , , F T ' / )
1 ) TOGAS 
5 1 4 )
CASI NG S I Z E - I D , . , . . I N C H E S ' / )  
D C A S I D  
5 0 0 )
D R I L L  P I P E  S I H E - D D , I N C H E S ' / )
)DPOO
5 2 2 )
D R I L L  P I P E  S I Z E - I D .............. I N C H E S ' / )
) D P I O
5 0 5 )
D R I L L  c o l l a r  L E N G T H ..............F E E T ' / )
R E A 0 ( 7 , i ) 0 C 0 0
W R I T E ( 6  
5 0 6  FORMAT!
R E A 0 ( 7 , 1 ) D C I D
W R I T E ( 6
W R I T E ! 6  
47  FORMAT!
r e a d ( 7 , 1 )  WM
W R I T E ( 6  
37  FORMAT!
W R 1 T E ( 6  
39  FORMAT!
W R I T E ( 6  
8 1 7  FORMAT!
R E A D ! 7 , 1 )  PV
W R I T E ! 6 
8 1 6  FORMAT!
W R I T E ! 6  
46  FORMAT!
R E A D ! 7 , 1 )  V I S  
9 0 0  C ONT I NUE  
W R I T E ! 6  
8 1 0  FORMAT!
ROTARY S P E E D ,  RPM : ' / )
1 ) RPM
D R I L L  COLLAR S I Z E - O O , , , . . I N C H E S ' / )
5 0 6 )
D R I L L  c o l l a r  S I Z E - I D , , . . . I N C H E S ' / )
6 2 4 )
8 2 4  F O R M A T ! / / , '  MUD P R O P E R T I E S ! ' )
4 7 )
MUD W I E G H T , . , , , L B / G A L ' / )
3 7 )
S OL I D  c o n t e n t , . , . . P E R  CENT V O L U M E ' / )
R E A D ( 7 , 1 ) S U L I D S
3 9 )
F I L T R A T I O N  Ra t e  a p i - c c ' / )
R E A 0 ( 7 , 1 )  F I L T R
8 1 7 )
P L A S T I C  v i s c o s i t y  C P ' / )
8 1 6 )
y i e l d  p o i n t , . . . . L 9 F / 1 0 0  SO F T ' / )
R E A D ! 7 , 1 )  y i e l d  
4 6 )
V I S C O S I T Y , . c e n t  I P O I S E ' / )
PUMP p r e s s u r e  P S I ' / )
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W R I T E ! 6 , A l l )
8 1 1  F O R M A T ! '  c i r c u l a t i o n  R A T E  G P M ' / )
R E A 0 ! 7 . 1 )  GPM 
W R I T E ! 6 , ? ! 1 1 )
2 0 1  F O R M A T ! '  t y p e  SURFACE C O N N E C T I O N S : ' / )
R E A D ! 7 , 1 )  TYPE
I F ! I S H H P . E O . l )  GO TO 9 0 1
W R I T E ! 6 , £ 2 3 )
8 2 3  F O R M A T ! / / , '  FORMATI ON PROp ERT I  ES I ' )
W R I T E ! 6 , 3 3 )
33  F O R M A T ! '  FORMATI ON PRESSURE G R A D I E N T . . . . P S I / F T ' / )  
R E A D ! 7 , 1 ) F P G
W R I T E ! 6 , 3 4 )
34  F O R M A T ! '  FRACTURE PRESSURE G R A D I E N T , . . . . P S I / F T ' / )  
R E A D ! 7 , 1 ) F R A C G
W R I T E ! 6 , S )
5 F O R M A T ! '  t y p e  1 .  FOR SOFT F O R M A T I O N ' / )
R E A D ( 7 , 1 ) S
W R I T E ! 6 , 6 )  -
6 F O R M A T ! '  TYPE 1 .  FOR HARD F O R M A T I O N ' / )
R E A D ( 7 , 1 ) H
I F ! N 8 I T , C T . 1 )  GO TO 2 0 0  
' W R I T E ! 6 , 7 2 )
7 2  F O R M A T ! '  T R I P P I N G  SPEED . . . . .  F T / H R ' / )
R E A D ! 7 , 1 )  FRC 
W R I T E ! 6 , 7 )
7 F O R M A T ! / / / , '  T I ME  I N C R E M E N T . , . . . H O U R S : ' / )
R E A D < 7 , 1 ) T 0 E U T
W R I T E !  6 , 6 )
8 F O R M A T ! '  t o t a l  T I M E . . . . . .  HOURS : ' / )
. R E A D < 7 , 1 ) T T 0 T A U
2 0 0  C O N T I N U E
W R I T E ! 6 , 1 6 )
1 6  F O R M A T ! '  B I T  C O S T . . . . . . . . . . D O L L A R S ' / )
R E A 0 ( 7 , 1 ) B C 0 S T
W R I T E ! 6 , 1 7 )
1 7  F O R M A T ! '  R I G  C O S T   . . . $ / H R ' / )
R E A 0 ( 7 , 1 ) R C 0 S T
K I L L = l  
CALL PRES 
K I L L : 0
1 F ! C H E C K . G T . 0 , 0 )  GO TO 9 0 2  
W R I T E ! 6 , 7 5 3 )
7 5 8  F O R M A T ! / / , '  d r i l l  TEST D A T A ! ' )
WRI T E 1 6 , 7 6 0 )
7 6 0  F O R M A T ! / ,  ' w e l l  D A T A : ' )
W R I T E ! 6 , 7 6 2 )  T T I K E  .
7 6 2  FORMAT!  ' TEST T I M E , R O T A T I N G  H R S = ' , F 6 , 2 )
W R I T E ! 6 , 7 6 4 )  T O I N  
7 6 4  F O R M A T ! '  DEPTH B E G I N N I N G  oF T E S T , F T * ' , F 7 , l )
W R I T E ( 6 , 7 6 6 )  TOOUT 
7 6 6  F O R M A T ! '  OEPTw END OF T E S T , F T : ' , F 7 , 1 )
W R I T E ! 6 , 7 6 8 )  TRPM 
7 6 8  F O R M A T ! '  ROTARY s p e e d , R P M s ' . F S . l )
W R I T E !  7 , 7 7 ' )  TW 
7 7 0  F O R M A T ! '  B I T  w E I G H T , 1 0 0 3 L B : ' , F 5 . 1 )
W R I T E ! 7 , 7 7 2 )  TBDULL  
7 7 2  F O R M A T ! '  B I T  D U L L N E S S : ' , F 5 . 3 )
W R I T E ! 7 , 7 7 4 )  TBWEAR 
7 7 4  F O R M A T ! '  b e a r i n g  W E A R : ' , F 5 . 3 )
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W R I T E ( 7  
7 7 6  FORMAT!
W R ! T E ! 7  
7 7 8  FORMAT!  
W R I T E ( 7
7 8 0  FORMAT!  
WR I T E !  7
7 8 1  FORMAT!  
W R I T E ! 7
7 8 2  FORMAT!  
W R I T E ! 7
7 8 3  FORMAT!  
W R I T E ! ?
7 8 4  FORMAT!  
W R I T E ! ?
7 8 5  FORMAT!  
W R I T E ! ?
7 8 6  FORMAT!  
W R I T E ! ?
7 8 7  FORMAT!  
W R I T E ! ?
7 8 8  FORMAT!  
W R I T E ! ?
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7 8 9  F O R M A T ! / . '  M U D - P R O P E R T I E S : ' )
W R I T E ! ?
7 9 0  FORMAT!  
W R I T E ! ?
7 9 1  FORMAT!  
WRI TE 17
7 9 2  FORMAT!  
W R I T E ( 7
903 FORMAT!  
' W R I T E ! ?
7 9 3  FORMAT!  
W R I T E ! ?
7 9 4  FORMAT!  
W R I T E ( 6
W R I T E ( 7  
7 9 5  FORMAT!
W R I T E ! ?  
9 0 4  FORMAT!
W R I T E ! 6  
8 2 5  FORMAT!  
W R I T E ! 6
W R I T E ! 6  
8 2 1  FORMAT!  
1 F ! T S . E 3
8 0 0  W R I T E ! 6
8 0 1  FORMAT!  
GO TO 80
7 9 9  W R I T E I 6
8 0 2  FORMAT!  
W R I T E ! 6
2 0 3  FORMAT!  
W R I T E ! 6
2 0 4  FORMAT!  
W R I T E !  6
2 0 5  FORMAT!
7 7 6 )  TBTYPE  
B I T  T Y P E : ' , F 3 , 1 )
7 7 8 )  T B S I Z E  
3 I T  S I Z E , i n c h e s : ' . F 5 . 2 )
7 8 0 )  TTYPE
t y p e  s u r f a c e  C O N N E C T I O N : ' , F 3 . 1 )
7 8 1 )  TTOCAS
CASI NG D E P T H , F T : ' , F 7 , 1 )
7 8 2 )  T CASI O
CASI NG I , n , I  I N C H E S : ' , F 6 , 3 )
7 8 3 )  TOPL
O R I L L  P I P E  L E N G T H , F T : ' , F 7 , 1 )
7 8 4 )  T OPI C
O R I L L  P I P E  1 . 0 . » I N C H E S : ' , F 6 , 3 )
7 8 5 )  TDPOD
D R I L L  P I P E  O D , I N C H E S : ' , F 6 . 3 )
7 8 6 )  TOOL
D R I L L  c o l l a r  l e n g t h , F T : ' F 7 . 1 )
7 8 7 )  T DCI D
O R I L L  c o l l a r  I , D , , I N C H E S * ' , F 6 , 3 )
7 8 8 )  TDCOD
D R I L L  COLLAR 0 , 0 . . I N C H E S : ' , F a . 3 )
7 8 9 )
7 9 0 )  T V I S  
a p p a r e n t  V I S C O S I T Y , C P : ' , F 6 , 2 )
7 9 1 )  T F I L T R
f i l t r a t i o n  Ra T E ' C C : ' > F 6 , 2 )
7 9 2 )  T S O L I D S
S OL I DS  C O N T E N T , P e r  CENT V O L U M E : ' , F 6 , 2 )
9 0 3 )  TWM 
MUO D E N S I T Y , L B / G A L : ' , F 6 , 2 )
7 9 3 )  T Y I E L D
Y I E L D  P O I N T , L B F / 1 0 0  SO F T : ' , F 6 . 2 )
7 9 4 )  TPV
P L A S T I C  v i s c o s i t y , C P : ' , F 6 , 2 )
2 7 7 )
2 0 7  F O R M A T ! / / . '  H Y D R A U L I C S : ' )
7 9 5 )  TGPM 
C I R C U L A T I O N  R A T E , G P M : ' , F 6 . 2 )
9 0 4 )  TPSUR 
PUMP P R E S S U R E , P S I : ' , F 6 , 1 )
8 2 5 )  TSHHP  
S P E C I F I C  h y d r a u l i c  HORSEPOWER: ' , F 6 . 31
8 2 0 )
8 2 0  F O R M A T ! / , '  FORMATI ON P R O P E R T I E S : ' )
8 2 1 )  TFPG
FORMATI ON p r e s s u r e  G R A D I E N T , P S I / F T : ' , F 5 , 3 )  
. 0 , 0 )  GO TO 7 9 9
3 0 1 )
SOFT F O R M A T I O N ' )
?
8 0 2 )
h a r d  F O R M A T I O N ' )
2 0 3 )  AF 
AF:' , F 1 0 . 7 )
2 0 4 )  CF 
C F : ' , F 1 0 . 7 )
2 0 5 )  SF 
S F : ' , F 1 0 . 7 )
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WRI TE 6 1 0 C 0 )  TOELTP
1 0 0 0 FORMA ( d i f f e r e n t i a l  P R E S S U R E ; * , F )
9 0 2 CONTI UE
WRI TE 6 P 0 3 )
8 0 3 FORMA ( / . '  ACTUAL WELL D A T A : ’ )
WRI TE 6 t A ) R P M
18 FORMA ( r o t a r y  S P E E D , R P M : i , F l 0 , 0 )
WRI TE 6 1 9 ) W
19 FORMA ( B I T  W E I G H T , 1 0 0 0  P O U N D S : f , F 1 0 . 2 )
WRI TE 6 2 7 ) B T Y P E
27 FORMA ( B I T  GROUP T Y P E = ' , F 1 0 , 0 >
WRI TE 6 2 S ) % S I Z E
28 FORMA ( bit S I Z E , I N C H E S : ' , F 1 0 , 3 )
w r i t e 6 3 0 ) 0
30 FORMA ( d e p t h  a t  B E G I N N I N G  OF S I M U L A T I O N , F E E T = «
WRI TE 6 4 4 ) T D C A S
44 FORMA ( CASI NG D E P T H , F T : ' , F 5 , 0 >
WRI TE 6 K 0 8 )  CASI O
6 0 8 f o r m a ( CASI NG 1 , 0 , ,  I N C H E S : ' , F 6 . 3 )
WRI TE 6 8 0 4 )  OPOD
8 0 4 FORMA ( D R I L L  P I P E  0 , 0 , , I N C H E S : ' , F 6 , 3 )
WRI TE 6 P%5)  D P I D
8 0 5 FORMA ( D R I L L . P I P E  1 , 0 . ,  I N C H E S : ' , F 6 , 3 )
WRI TE 6 6 0 6 )  DCOD
8 0 6 f o r m a ( ' D R I L L  c o l l a r  0 , 0 , , I N C H E S : ' , F 6 . 3 )
WRI TE 6 6 0 7 )  DCI D
6 0 7 f o r m a ( D R I L L  COLLAR 1 , 0 , ,  I N C H E S : ' , F 6 , 3 )
WRI TE 6 6 1 4 )
8 1 4 FORMA ( / , » MUD P R O P E R T I E S ; ' )
WRI TE 6 4 8 )  WM
48 FORMA ( MUD W I E G H T , L B / G A L : * , F 5 , 2 )
WRI TE 6 4 0 )  S O L I D S
"40 FORMA ( S O L I D S  CONT E NT , PER CENT V O L U M E : ' , F 5 , 2 )
WRI TE 6 4 1 ) V I S
41 FORMA ( a p p a r e n t  V I S C O S I T Y , C P = » , F 5 , 2 )
WRI TE 6 4 2 )  F I L T R
42 FORMA C F I L T R A T I O N  R A T E , C O : ' , F 5 , 2 )
WRI TE 6 6 1 6 )  Y I E L D
6 1 8 FORMA ( Y I E L D  P O I N T , L B F / 1 0 0  SQ F T ; ',F 6 ,2 )
WRI TE 6 6 1 9 )  PV
8 1 9 FORMA < P L A S T I C  V I S C O S I T Y , C P : ' , F 6 , 2 )
WRI TE 6 71)
71 FORMA ( / '  H Y D R A U L I C S ; ' )
WRI TE 6 t 0 9 )  TYPE
8 0 9 FORMA < TYPE s u r f a c e  C O N N E C T I O N S : ' , F 3 , 1 )
WRI TE 6 6 1 2 )  PSUR
8 1 2 FORMA ( PUMP P R E S S U R E , P S I : ' , F 6 , 1 )
WRI TE 6 613) GPM
8 1 3 FORMA ( C I R C U L A T I O N  RA T E , G P M : ' , F 5 , 1 )
WRI TE 6 6 26  ) SHHP
8 2 6 FORMA ( S P E C I F I C  h y d r a u l i c  H O R S E P O W E R : ' , F 6 , 3 )
WRI TE 6 915)
6 1 5 FORMA ( / / , '  FORMATI ON P R O P E R T I E S ; ' )
WRI TE 6 3 5 ) F P G
35 FORMA ( f o r m a t i o n  PRESSURE G R A D I E N T , P S l / F T s ' , F 5
WRI TE 6 3 6 ) P RA C G
36 FORMA ( FRACTURE PRESSURE G R A D I E N T , P S I / F T : ' , F 5 ,
I F ( S - , > 2 3 , 2 1 , 2 3
21 WRI TE 6 22)
22 FORMATC SOFT F O R M A T I O N ' )
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GO TO 24  
20  W R I T E ( 6 , 2 3 )
23  F O R M A T C  HARD F O R M A T I O N ' )
24 W R I T E ( 6 , 2 5 ) T 0 E L T
25  F O R M A T ! / / , '  T i m e  I N C R E M E N T , H R S * ' . F 1 0 . 2 )
W R I T E ! 6 , 2 6 ) T T 0 T A L
26  F O R M A T ! '  TOTAL S I M U L A T I O N  T I M E , H R S = ' , F l 3 . 2 )
W R I T E ! 6 , 3 1 ) S C 0 S T
31  F O R M A T ! '  B I T  C O S T , D O L L A R S : ' , F l 0 , 2 )
W R I T E ! 6 . 3 2 ) RCOST
32  F O R M A T ! '  R I G C OS T , S / H R : ' , F 1 0 , 2 >
9 0 1  CONT I NUE
WWs 7 , 8 8 » I X / b S U E
RETURN
e n d
SFTRAN COEF
SUBROUT I NE COEF 
C « « « « « a « » « « a « « « « « « a 0
c T h i s  s u b r o u t i n e  u t i l i z e s  d r i l l  t e s t  h i s t o r y  t o  d e t e r m i n e  t h e  
c F o r m a t i o n  o r i l l a d i l i t y  i c d , t h e  f o r m a t i o n  a b r a s i v e n e s s
c ( A F ) ,  ANO THE D R I L L I N G  F L U I D  ! S F )  PARAMETERS USED I N  THE
C FUNDAMENTAL D R I L L I N G  E QU A T I ON S ,
C THE s e c o n d  p o r t i o n  OF T H I S  SUBROUTI NE CALCULATES THE S P E C I F I C
C B I T  HORSEPOWER US I NG SUBROUT I NE  PRES,
COMMON B C O S T , R C O S T , B T Y P E . R S I Z E  
; C0MM0n P , C , a , D M , D N , V , D , O E P T H  
COMMON F Y , F P C , F R , F , B X , S X F , D N E W  
COMMON T T R I P , T S U R , N B I T  
c o m m o n  W , W W , H B , R P M , T N C , T D E L T , D N F , E L  
. , . c o m m o n  T T 0 T A L , S , H , B X N , D O L D , f o l d , C F , A F , S F
c o m m o n  T T O C A S . T B S I Z E , T C A S i d , T D P L . T D C L , T D P O D , t o c o o  
COMMON T R P M , T W , T B D U L L , T B W E A R , T T I M E . T O I N , T D O U T , T B T Y P E  
c o m m o n  T F P G , T S K . T H K , T V  I S , T F I L T R , T S O L I D S , T W M , T Y I E L D  
COMMON T P V , T G P M , T S H H P , T P S u R
COMMON SOL I D S , P V , F I L T R , Y I E L D , W M , G P M , T O C A S , C A S I O , D C L  
COMMON O P O D , D C O D , P S U R , F P G
COMMON M A R K , F L A G , I S H H P , T A d E P T H , S H H P , K I L L , AVEDR 
COMMON C C O S T , C F O Û T , C O U N T , C l , I J . F R C U M  
COMMON O E P T H I ! 5 3 D ) , F R A V E < 5 0 0 ) , C O S T ! 5 0 0 ) , T I M E ! 5 0 0 )  
c o m m o n  f a c t o r ! 5 0 0 ) , T I n C ! 1 0 0 ) , D E P T H F ( 1 3 0 )
COMMON c h s o l , c h v i s , c h f i l , c h p r e s  
COMMON F H H P . T O E L T P , l e f t , N ' O , B I G
COMMON F O O T ! 5 0 0 ) , A U X ( 5 0 0 ) , A X ( 5 0 0 ) , T E E T H ( 5 0 0 ) , B E A R ( 5 0 0 )
COMMON VSL I P»  Q L I F T ,  V I S ,  t y p e , FRACG,  D P I D ,  DC I D ,  WMS,  J I G ,  CONV 
COMMON T S , T H , T A , T P , T R S , T R N , T D P I O , T D C I D , T F O O T , T W M S  
COMMON T T Y P E , I V I S , I S O L , I F i l , I P R E S , I K , I R P H , I D E P , l OEN  
Ma RK=1
h o l o p t t i m e  
C a ll c o n s t
TWWsWW
A F * ( T 3 D U L L * C / 2 , « T B D U L L • e 2 ) * ( ’ 0 M » T W W * 0 N ) /
1 ( ( P » T R P M * Q « T P P M « * 3 ) » T T I M E )
S F a T R P M « T T I H E / ( T B W E A R » E L )
T F O 0 T : T D 0 U T - T 0 n  
T A D E P T H s T F O O T / 2 , 0 * T D I N  
CALL FOOTGE 
S Q a S O R T ! , 9 2 9 1 2 5 )
B B = ( 4 , 0 » 3 , 9 2 8 1 2 5 * 1 . 0 - 6 , 0 * * 2 ) / ( 4 . 0 * 0 . 9 2 S 1 2 5 « * 2 )
U U = T B 0 U L L + 6 . 0 / ( 2 , 0 * 0 , 9 2 8 1 2 5 )
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A A s A U 0 G ( A B S ( S a R T ( A R S ( f ! B  + U U » » 2 )  ) * U U )  ) - A L O u ( S Q R T ( A B S ( B B )  ) ) 
C F s A F * T F C 0 T » ( R » T R P ' ( * ü » T R P > ' » * 3 ) / ( T W w» ( T S * T S K * T H « T H K )
1 * ( T S « T R S * T H » T R H ) » ( - D M » T W  + D . N ) » i , 0 / S Q » A A  + C / S 3 »
2 S O R T | U U * * 2 + 8 B ) - C » 6 , 0 / ( 2 , 0 * 0 , 9 2 8 1 2 5 * S ù ) * A A )
CALL S L I P
Ca l l  p r e s
M A R K = 0 . 0  
F L A G * 1 , 0  
Re t u r n  
END
Î F T R A N  c o n s t
SUBROUT I N F  CONST 
C T H I S  SUBROUTI NE CALCULATES THE CONSTANTS USED I N  THE THREE
c F u n d a m e n t a l  d r i l l i n g  e o u a t i o n s .
COMMON B C O S T . R C O S T . B T y P E i B S I Z E  
COMMON P . C . Q . D M . D N , V . D . D E P T H  
COMMON F X . F R C , F R , E , 3 X , B X F , D N E H  
COMMON T T R I P i T S U R . N i B I T
c o m m o n  W , W H , H B , R P M , T N C , t d e l t , d n f , e l
COMMON T T 0 T A L , S , H , B X N , D O L D , f o l d . C F . A F . S F  
COMMON T T O C A S , T 9 S I E E , T C A S ; 0 , T O P L , T O O L , T D P O D , T D C O D  
c o m m o n  T R P H , T W , T B D U L L , T B W E A R . T T I  m e , t o  i n , T D O U T , T B T Y P E  
c o m m o n  T F P G , T S K . T H K , t v  i s , T F I L T R , T S O L I D S , T W M , T Y I E L D  
c o m m o n  T P V , T G P M , T S H H P , T P S U R
c o m m o n  S O L I D S , P V , F I L T R , Y l E L O , W M , G P M , T O C A S , C A S I O , D C L  
COMMON D P O D , D C O D , P S U R , F P G
COMMON M A R K , F L A G , I S H H P , T A D E P T h , S H H P , k i l l , AVEDR  
COMMON C C O S T , C F O O T , C O U N T , C l , I J . F R C U M  
COMMON D E P T H I ( 5 0 0 ) , F R A V E ( 5 0 3 ) , C O S T ( 5 0 0 ) , t i m e ( 5 0 0 )  
c o m m o n  F A C T O R ( 5 3 0 ) , T I N C ( 1 0 0 ) , O E P T H F ( 1 0 3 )
COMMON CH S OL , C H V I S . C H F I L , C H P R E S  
COMMON F H H P , T D E L T P , L E F T , N O , B I G
c o m m o n  F C O T ( 5 0 0 ) , a u x ( 5 0 3 ) , a x ( 5 0 0 ) , t e e t h ( 3 3 0 ) , b e a r ( 5 0 3 )  
c o m m o n  V S L I P , Q L I F T , V I S , T Y P E , F R A C G , D P I D , D C I D , W M S , J I G , C O N V  
c o m m o n  T S . T H , T A , T P , T R S . T R H , T D P I O , T D C I D , T F O O T . T W M S  
c o m m o n  T T Y P E , I V I S , I S O L , I F I L , I P R E S , I W , I R P M , l O E P , I  DEN 
d i m e n s i o n  P J ( 9 ) , C J ( 9 ) , 0 J ( 9 )
D I M E N S I O N  D J ( 8 ) , 0 K ( 8 ) , W I ( 7 5 ) , E ( 7 5 )
N s i 7
I F I M A R K . E Q . l )  B T Y P E s T b TYPE  
I F ( M A R K . F O . l )  w W 5 7 . a 8 » T W / T B S I Z E  
I F ( L E F T . C Q . I )  go  t o  99  
C READ I N  t h e  c o n s t a n t s  DEPENDENT UPON THE B I T  T Y P E .
DO 2 1=1,9
R E A D ( 5 , 1 )  P J ( I ) , C J ( I ) , Q J ( I )
1 F O R N A T O F )
2 CONT I NUE
DO 2 0  J s l . e
C READ I N  t h e  CONSTANTS DEPENDENT UPON THE B I T  S I Z E ,
R E A D ( 5 , 2 1 )  0 J ( J ) , D K ( J )
■ 2 1  F O R M A T ( 2 F )
20  CONT I NUE
C READ I N  THE VALUES OF THE NORMALI ZED B I T  WEI GHT ,
0 0  2 2  K = i , N  
R E A D ( 5 , 2 3 )  W I ( K ) , E ( K )
23  F 0 R M A T ( 2 F )
22  c o n t i n u e
9 9  CONT I NUE
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d e t e r m i n e  t h e  B I T  TYPE CONSTANTS,
J e l P I X ( B T Y P E )
P s P J ( J )
C s C J ( J )
QsOJ<J)
d e t e r m i n e  t h e  B I T  S I Z E  CONSTANTS,
I F ( M A R K . E D . l )  B S I Z E = T B S I Z E  
I F ( B S I Z E . E Q , 6 , 2 5 ) A e l .
J F ( B S I Z E . E G . 6 , 7 5 ) A s 2 .
J F ( B S I Z E ' . E Q . 7 , 8 7 5 ) A  = 3 ,
I F ( B S I Z E V E 0 . 8 , 6 2 5 ) A = 4 ,
I F ( B S I Z E . E Q . 9 . 6 2 5 ) a = 5 ,
I F ( B S I Z E . E Q . 9 . 8 7 5 ) A = 6 ,
I F I B S I Z E . E O , 1 0 , 7 5 ) 4 * 7 ,
I F ( B S I Z e ; E Q . 1 2 , 2 5 ) A * 8 ,
J s i r i X l A )
D M * D J ( J )
D N = D K ( J >
TABLE LOOKUP r o u t i n e , USED To DET ERMI NE THE VALUE OF WW,  
I F ( W W , L T ' . W I ( 1 ) ) G 0  TO 7 
I F ( W K , G T . W I ( N ) ) GO TO 7 
l a i  
■ M* 0
DO 4 J = 1 , S  
K*1/ 2»*J*N 
H s M + I » K
I F T WW. EQVL ’ I ( H )  ) G0 TO 9 
I F ( W W , G T . W I ( M ) ) I * 1  
I F ( L W , L T . W I ( M ) ) I = - i  
CONT I NUE
I F ( I « ( W w ; w i ( M ) ) ) i 0 , 9 , 6  
M*M+ I
I F ( M , G T , N ) G O  TO 7 
GO TO 5 
W R I T E ( 8 , 8 )  WM
F O R M A T C  v a l u e , ' F 5 , 2 ( ' N O T  ON C H A R T ' / )
GO TO 1 1  
E L = E ( M )
GO TO 1 1
E L = ( E ( M ) - E ( M « I  ) ) » ( w w - w i ( M ) ) / ( K I ( M ) - W I ( M - I ) ) * E ( M )  
C ONTI NUE  
L E F T e l  
RETURN  
END 
SFTRAN S L I P
S U B ROUT I NE  S L I P
COMMON B O O S T , R C O S T , B T y P E , B S I 2 e 
P , C , Q , D M , D N , V , D , d e p t h  
F X , F R C , F R , F , e X , B X F , D N E W  
T T H I P , T S U R , n 8 ! T  
wv' ' , ,v,r,  w,  WW, HB, RPM,  TNC,  T D E L T , O N F ,  EL 
COMMON T T 0 T A L , S , H , 8 X N , D 0 L d . F 0 L D , C F , A F , S F  
COMMON T T DCAS,  TBS I Z E , T C A S I D , T O P L , T D C L , T D P O D , T D C O D  
COMMON T R P M , T W, T B D U L L , T B W E A R . T T I  M E , T D I N , T O O U T , T B T Y P E  
c o m m o n  T F P G , T S K , T H K , T V I S , T F I L T R , T S O L I D S , T W M , T Y I E L D  
c o m m o n  T P V , T G P M , T S H H P , T P S u R
c o m m o n  SOL I D S , P V , F I L T H , Y I E L D , W M , G P M , T O C A S , C A S I O , D C L  
COMMON O P O D , D C O D , P S U R , F P G
78
45
6
10
11
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON
c o m m o n
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COMMON Ma R K , F L A G , I S H H P , T A D E P T h , S H H P , k i l l . AVEOR
c o m m o n  C C O S T , C F 0 3 T , C O U N T , C l , I J . F R C U M
COMMON U t P T H i { 5 3 0 ) , F R a v E ( 5 0 3 ) , C O S T ( 5 0 0 ) , T I M E ( 5 0 0 )
c o m m o n  F A C T 0 F < ( 5 3 3 )  , T i N C d O v J )  , D E P T H F ( 1 3 3 )
c o m m o n  C H S O L , C H V I S . C H F I L , C H P R E S
COMMON F H H P , T D E L T P , L E F T , N 0 , B I G
c o m m o n  F 0 0 T ( 5 0 3 ) , a u x ( 5 0 0 ) , a x ( 5 0 0 ) . t e e t h ( 5 0 0 ) . b e a r ( 5 0 0 )  
c o m m o n  V S L I P , 0 L I F T , V I S , T Y P E , F R A C G , 0 P I 0 , 0 C I 0 , W M S , J I G , C O N V  
c o m m o n  T S . T H . T A . T P , T R S . T R m , t d p i d , t d c i d , t f o o t , t w m s  
c o m m o n  T T Y P E ,  I V I S , I S O L , I F i l , I P R E S , I W , I R P M , I D E P , l OEN  
C T H I S  SUBROUT I NE  CALCULATES THE S L I P  V E L O C I T Y  OF A C U T T I N G  I N  THE 
C a NNUL'JS a n d  THEN DET ERMI NES  THE MI NI MUM ANNULAR FLOW RATE NEEDED
c TO m a i n t a i n  a d e o u a t e  d o wn  Ho l e  c l e a n i n g .
C ASSUME t h e  p a r t i c l e s  ARE D I S K S  1 / 4  I NCH I N  D I AMETER ANO 1 / 1 6  I NCH T HI CK  
C ANO HAVE A S P E C I F I C  GRA V I T Y  OF 2 . 6 ,
I F ( M A R K . N E . I )  GO TO 9 2 0
B S I H E o T S S I Z E
DPODs TOPOD
WMsTWM
Y I E L O e T Y I E L D  
P V b TPV  
V i S a T V I S  
GPMaTGPM 
9 2 0  CONT I NUE
Y I E L D a Y I E L D / 1 0 0 , 0  
P V a p V / 100 , 0 * 0 , 0 6 7 2
V 0 L * 3 , 1 4 1 5 9 3 * 3 . 2 5 * * 2 / ( 4 , 0 * 1 6 . 0 * 1 2 . 0 * * 3 )
C DET E R MI N E  THE REYNOLDS NUMBER AND CHECK FOR TYPE OF FLOW REGI ME
c l a m i n a r  or  t u r b u l e n t ,
V E L D P = G P M / ( 3 , 1 4 1 5 9 e ( B S I H E « * 2 - O P O D * * 2 ) / 4 , 0 ) » C O N V  
R E a 9 2 8 . 0 * W H » V E L D P * ( B S l H E - D P O O ) / V I S  
| F ( R E , G T . 2 0 0 0 , 0 )  GO To 9 0 0  
C CALCULATE LAMI NAR S L I P  V E L O C I T Y ,
X = 4 9 0 . 7 9 6 4 3 9 * Y I E L D * * 0 . 7 6 0 5 0 4
V S L I P L = 1 3 , 0 * 3 , 1 4 1 5 9 3 * 3 2 , 1 7 / ( 1 6 . * 1 2 , * 1 2 . * 4 , ) * ( 6 2 . 3 2 * 2 . 6 - W M / 0 , 1 3 3 7 )
1 - 6 . * 3 , 1 4 1 5 9 3 « 3 2 . 1 7 * Y I E L O » ( 1 . 0 / ( 4 . 0 « 1 2 . ) * 2 . 0 / ( 1 6 . « 1 2 . ) ) ) /
2 ( 6 4 . » X * P V )
9 0 0  C R R E 2 * ( 2 6 . 2 * 3 2 , 1 7 * V 0 L * ( 6 2 . 3 2 * 2 . 6 - W M / 0 . l 3 3 7 ) * W M / 0 , 1 3 3 7 ) / P V * * 2  
R E Y a 0 , 3 2 4 3 6 1 « C R R E P » * 0 . 5 3 5 5 4  
C CALCULATE TURBULENT S L I P  V E L O C I T Y .
V S L ! P T = P V * R E Y / ( 3 , 9 7 * W m / 0 , 1 3 3 7 « V O L » » ( 1 . / 3 . ) )
I F ( R E . G T , 2 0 0 0 , 0 )  GO TO 9 0 2  
C I F  FLOW r e g i m e  I S  LAMI NAR CALCULATE BOTH LAMI NAR AND TURBULENT  
C S L I P  AND USE THE s m a l l e r  OF THE TWO,
I F ( V S l I P L . L T , V S L I P T )  go  t o  9 0 4  
V S L I P = V S L I P T  
9 0 4  V S L I P z V S L I P L  
9 0 2  V S L I P = V S L I P T  
C DE T ERMI NE MI N I MUM FLOW RATE To CLEAN THE HOLE.
Y I E L D : Y I E L D * 1 0 0 . 0  
P V = P V » 1 0 F , 0 / 0 , 0 6 7 2
r e t u r n
END 
SFTRAN WEAR
SUBROUT I NE  we a r
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
c T H I S  SUBROUT I NE c a l c u l a t e s  T h e  b i t  TOOTH DULLNESS AND 
C THE BEARI NG w e a r  FOR EACH T I ME ST E P ,
COMMON B C O S T , R C O S T , B T Y P E . B S I H e
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c o m m o n  P , C i O i O M , D N , V , D i DEPTH
COMMON r X , F R C , F R , F , B X , B X F , D N E l i
c o m m o n  T T R I P | T S U R , M B I T
COMMON W , W W , H B , R P M , T N C i T D E L T . D N F , E U
COMMON T T O T & L , S , H , H X N , O O L O , F O L D , C F , A F , S F
COMMON T T D C A S , T B S I Z E . T C A S i O . T D P U , T D C L , T Q P O D , T D C O D
COMMON T R P M , T W , T B D U L L , T B W E A R , T T I M E , T O I N , T D O U T , T B T Y P E
c o m m o n  T F P G , T S K , T h k , t v  i s , T F I L T R , T S O L I D S , T W M , T Y I E L D
COMMC' I  T P V ,  TGPM,  TSHHP,  TPSuR
c o m m o n  S 0 L I D S , P V , F I L T R , Y I E L D , W M , G P M , T O C A S , C A S I O , D C L
COMMON O P O D , D C O D , P S U R , F P G
COMMON M A R K , f l a g , I S H H P , T A D E P T h , S H H P , k i l l , AVEDR
COMMON C C O S T , C F O O T , C O U N T , C l , I J . F R C U M
COMMON D E P T H I ( 5 0 0 ) , F R A V E < 5 0 3 > , C O S T ( 5 0 f O  , T I M E ( 5 0 0 )
COMMON F A C T O R ( 5 E 0 ) , T I M C ( 1 0 0 ) , D E P T H F ( 1 0 0 )
COMMON C H S O L , C H V I S . C H F I L , C H P R E S  
c o m m o n  F H H P , T D E L T P , l e f t , m o , b i g
COMMON F O O T ( 5 0 0 ) , A U X ( 5 0 0 ) , A X ( 5 0 0 ) . T E E T H ( 5 0 0 ) , b e a r ( 5 0 0 )
COMMON VSL I P ,  QL I F T ,  VI  S ,  t y p e , FRACG,  D P I D ,  DC I D ,  WMS, J I G ,  CONV
COMMON T S . T H , T A , T P , T R S . T R H , T D P I O , T D C I D , T F O O T . T W M S
c o m m o n  T T Y P E , I V I S , I S O L , I F i l , I P R E S , I W , I R P M , I D E P , I  d e n
8 * 1 , 0
AeC/2,
C J * " ( O O L O + C * D O L O » » 2 / 2 , 0 * A F * ( P * R P M * O * R P M # » 3 ) /
1 ( - D M * W * D N ) » T D E L T )
0 N E W : ( - 1 . * S 0 R T | B * * 2 - 4 , * A » C J ) ) / ( 2 , * A )
■DNFaONEW
%̂IX = R P M * T D E L T / ( S F * E L )
B X F s BXN* BX
r e t u r n
END
SFTRAN FOOTGE
SUBROUT I NE FOOTGE
"  T H I S  SUBROUTI NE CALCULATES THE D R I L L I N G  
CORRECTS FOR THE MUD PROP E R T I E S  
d i f f e r e n t i a l  PRESSURE.  
c o m m o n  B C O S T , R C O S T , B T Y P E . B S I Z E  
COMMON P . C . Q . D M . D N , V . D . D E P T H  
COMMON F X , F R C , F R , F , B X , B X F , 0 N E W  
COMMON T T R I P . T S U R . N B I T
c o m m o n  w , ww , h b , r p m , t n c , t d e l t , d n f , e l
c o m m o n  T T O T A L , S , H , S X N , O O L D , F O L D , C F , A F , S F  
c o m m o n  T T D C A S , T B S l Z E . T C A S t O , T O P L , T D C L , T D P O D , T D C O D  
c o m m o n  T R P M , T W , T B D U L L , T B W E A R , T T I M E , T D I N , T 0 0 U T , T B T Y P E  
COMMON T F P G , T S K . T H K , T V I S , T F I L T R , T S O L I D S , T W M , T Y I E L D  
c o m m o n  T P V , TGPM, T S H H P , TPSuR
COMMON S O L I O S , P V , F I L T R , Y l E L D , W M , G P M , T D C A S , C A S I O , D C L  
COMMON D P O D , D C O D , P S U R , F P G  /
c o m m o n  M A R K , F L A G , I S H H p , T A D E P T H , S H H P , K I L L , A V E D R  
" " " " " "  C C O S T , C F O O T , C O U N T , C l , I J . F R C U M
DEPT HI  ( 5 0 0 ) , F R a V E ( 5 0 0 ) , C O S T ( 5 0 0 ) , T I M E ( 5 0 0 )  
F A C T O R ( 5 3 0 )  , T i M C d c a )  , D E P T H F ( 1 0 0 )  
vunnwi ,  C H S O L , C H V I S . C H F I L , C H P R E S  
COMMON F H H P , T D E L T P , l e f t , N O , B I G
COMMON F O O T ( 5 0 0 ) , A U X ( 5 3 0 ) , A X ( 5 0 0 ) . T E E T H ( 5 0 0 ) . B E A R ( 5 0 0 )  
COMMON VSL I P i  O L I F T , V I S , T Y P E , F R A C G . O P I D , D C I D , W M S , J I G , C O N V  
COMMON T S , T H , T A , T P , T R S . T R H , T D P I D , T D C I D , T F O O T . T W M S  
COMMON T T Y P E , I  V I S , I S O L , I F  I L , I P R E S ,
80
r a t e  ANO THEN 
E F E C T S ,  I N C L U D I N G
C
Co m m o n
c o m m o n
c o m m o n
COMMON
T - 1 3 9 8  81
1 F ( M A R K , F 0 . 1 ) R P M s TRPM
; F ( M A R K . E O . l ) 0 N F , T 8 0 U L L
P K = 0 . 5
S K » 0 . 6
W K = l , a
R H * E X P ( - 1 0 0 , 0 / R P H « « 2 ) « R P M » » 0 , 4  2 8 * . 2 » R P M * ( 1 , - E X P ( - 1 0 0 , 0 / R P M » » 2 )  ) 
P S e E X P ( - 1 0 0 , 0 / R P H « e 2 ) » R P M f f « 0 , 7 5 + 0 , 5 » R P M » ( l , - E X P ( - 1 0 0 , e / R P M * « 2 ) ) 
A s 0 , 9 2 a i 2 5 » C N F * » 2 * 6 , 0 » D N F * l , 0
I f ( m a r k . e q . i ) go  t o  70  
GO TO 7 5  
7 0  TA=A  
TpePK
T S K r SK
Î H K e H K
T R S s RS 
T R H s RH 
7 5  c o n t i n u e
I F ( M A R X . E O . l )  GO TO 3 0  
C O U N T a C O U N T + 1 , 0  
C CALCULATE THE FOOTAGE DURI NG THE T I ME  S T E P ,
F s C F * W W # « ( S » S K * H » H K ) » ( S » R S * H * R H ) / A « » P K » T D E L T
f x * f o l d * f  
C d e t e r m i n e  THE D R I L L I N G  RAT E.
F R = F / T D E L T
C CORRECT FOR V I S C O S I T Y ,  S O L I D S  AND F I L T R A T I O N  E F F E C T S ,  
F R = F R * F R « ( C H S D L * C H V I S * C H F I L )
F R OL D s FR
PRCOHaFR
' UI  Gs0
C d e t e r m i n e  t h e  e f f e c t  o f  d i f f e r e n t i a l  PRESSURE ON THE 
C d r i l l i n g  RATE.
2 0  N O s l  
V I G s U I G + 1  
CALL PRES
F R s FRQLO* F ROL D» CHPRES  
I F ( A B S ( F R C 0 M » F R > , l e . 0 , 0 0 1 )  GO TO 2 1  
FRCOMs FR 
GO TO 20
2 1  CONT I NUE  
NO = 0
C CORRECT THE D R I L L I N G  RATE FOR HYDRAUL I CS I F  WARRANTED.
J Wa l
CALL PRES  
I Ws 0
Ca l l  h h p
C d e t e r m i n e  t h e  MI N I MUM ANNULAR FLOW RATE FOR THE GI VE N  
C D R I L L I N G  RATE.
A C A P » 3 . 0 4 0 8 0 0 3 6 6 » ( B S I Z E * » 2 - 0 P 0 D » * 2 )  
O L I F T s 2 1 . 7 » A C A P » ( F R / 6 0 . 0 * V S L I P “ 6 0 . 0 ) / W M  
C CORRECT THE FLOW RATE I F  THE MI N I MUM ANNULAR FLOW RATE  
C I S  NOT MET.
I F ( Q L I F T . G T . G P M )  F R ; ( G P M * W M ' ( 2 1 . 7 * A C A P ) - V S L I P * 6 0 . 0 ) * 6 0 . 0
F RAC« F PG« DE PT H
BHP s V - F R a C
I F ( B H P . G T . F R A C )  F R = C 2 * V S L I P » 3 6 0 0 . 0 * ( F R A C G - W M ) / ( C 1 *
1 ( 2 1 . 7 - W M ) * C 2 * ( F R A C G - W M ) )
C CHECK TO SEE I F  THE DYNAMI C BOTTOM HOLE PRESSURE I S  ABOVE
c T h e  f r a c t u r i n g  p r e s s u r e , i f  i t  i s  l o w e r  t h e  d r i l l i n g  r a t e .
7 c o n t i n u e
D E P T H = D E P T H * F R » T D E L T
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0 I G s B I G + F R » T D E L T  
I F ( O N E . G T . 0 , 8 )  GO TO 40
| F ( 8 X F . G T . 0 , 8 )  GO TO 40  
STORE 10  F T .  i n t e r v a l  VALUES FOR THE OUTPUT,  
I F ( O E P T H . L T . ( 0 * 1 0 . 0 * 0 1 ) )  GO TO 30 
40 I J» I J * 1
T E E T H ( I J ) = D N F  
B E A R ( I J ) = 8 X F  
F O O T ( I U ) = 8 I G  
D E P T H I ( I j ) = DEPT H  
A X ( I J ) = V  
A U X ( I J ) a S H H P  
01* 01* 1.0 
C O U N T * 0 . 0
I F ( I J . E q V I )  T I M E ( I J ) * T N C  
I F ( I U . G T . l )  T I M E ( I J ) * T N C - O L O  
OLOs TNC
F R A V E ( I J ) = F O O T ( I J ) / T I M E ( I J )  
HBs H B * T i m E ( 1 J )
F R C U H s 0 , 0  
B I G * 0 , 0  
30 CONT I NUE
I F ( M A R K . E O . l )  O N F = 0 , 0  
RETURN 
END 
SFTRAN MUD
SUBROUTI NE MUD
. COMMON B C O S T , R C O S T , B T Y P E . B S I Z E  
COMMON P , C , Q , D M , D N , V , D , 0 E P T H
COMMON f x , f r c , f r , f , b x , b x f , d n e w
COMMON T T R I P . T S U R . N B I T
COMMON TTDCAS,  TBS I Z E , T C A S I D , T O P L , T D C L , T D P O D , T D C O D  
c o m m o n  T R P M , T W . T B O U L L , T B W E A R , T T I M E . T D I N , T D O U T , T B T Y P E  
c o m m o n  T F P G , T S K . T H K , T V I S , T F I L T R , T S O L I D S , T W M , T Y I E L D  
COMMON T P V , T G P M , T S H H P , T P S u R
c o m m o n  S O L I O S , P V , F l L T R , Y l E L D , W M , G P M , T O C A S , C A S I O , D C L  
COMMON O P O D , D C O D , P S U R , F P G
c o m m o n  m a r k , f l a g , I S H H P , T A D E P T H , S H H P , K I L L , A V E D R  
COMMON C C O S T , C F O O T , C O U N T , C l , I J . F R C U M  
COMMON D E P T H I ( 5 0 0 ) . F R A V E ( 5 0 0 ) , C O S T ( 5 0 0 ) . T I M E ( 5 0 0 )  
c o m m o n  F a c t o r ( 5 0 0 ) , t i n c ( 1 0 0 ) , d e p t h f ( i 0 0 )
COMMON C H S O L , C H V I S . C H F I L , C H P R E S  
c o m m o n  F H H P , T D E L T P , L E F T , N O , B I G
Co m m o n  r m n T . S B # . . a u x , s a w 1 _ a x f K W W . . T F F T U f s a a . . p r a R
c o m m o n
COMMON
c o m m o n   ........................................................ ...............................
C T H I S  SUBROUTI NE ACCOUNTS FOR THE EFFECT OF MUD P R O P E R T I E S  ON THE
c d r i l l i n g  r a t e ,
C F I R S T  THE EFFECT OF S O L I D S  CONTENT ON THE D R I L L I N G  RATE.  
I F ( S 0 L I 0 S . G T , 3 , 5 )  GO TO 1 
F R S O L B e - F , 2 7 5 1 4 * T S 0 L I D S + 6 . 1  
F R S O L = - 0 . 2 7 5 i 4 * S O L I D S * 6 , l  
GO TO 2
1 F R S 0 L 8 = 6 . 6 2 6 6 1 8 » T S 0 L I D S » * ( - 0 , 1 3 9 0 8 7 )  
F R S O L s 6 , 6 2 6 6 1 6 * S O L I O S * « ( - 0 , 1 8 9 0 8 7 )
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2 C H S O L r F R S O L / F R S O L B - 1 . 0  
C SECOND c o r r e c t  d r i l l i n g  R a TE FOR V I S C O S I T Y  E F F E C T S ,
F R V l S B e 2 0 . 5 5 7 3 3 1 « T V I S » » ( - ? . 2 7 3 6 7 1 )
F R V I S * 2 a . 5 5 7 3 3 1 » V l S » * ( - 3 . 2 7 3 8 7 1 )
C H V J S s F R V I S / F R V I S B - 1 . 0  
C T H I R D  CORRECT THE D R I L L I N G  RATE FOR F I L T R A T I O N  E F F E C T S ,
FRF I L S * 6 1 ,  5 8 3 3 3 2 7 6 * 0 . 0 7 0 B 3 3 3 3 » T F  I LTR 
F R F I L = 6 1 . 5 8 3 3 3 2 7 6 + Z . 0 7 2 8 3 3 3 3 « F I L T R
c h f i l = f r f i l / f r f : l b - i . 0
RETURN  
END 
SFTRAN PRES
s u b r o u t i n e  p r e s
COMMON B C O S T , R C O S T , B T Y P E . B S I Z E
COMMON P . C . Q , D M , O N , V . D . D E P T H
COMMON f x , f r c , f r , f , b x , b x f , o n e w
COMMON T T R I P . T S U R . N B I T
c o m m o n  W , W W . H B , R P M , T N C , T D E L T , D N F , E L
c o m m o n  t t o t a l , s , h , b x n , o o l d , f o l d , c f , a f , s f
c o m m o n  T T D C A S , t b s  I Z E , T C A S i d , T O P L , T D C L , T D P O D , T D C O D  
c o m m o n  T R P M , T W, T B D U L L , T B W E A R , T T I M E . T D I N , T D O U T , T B T Y P E  
c o m m o n  T F P G , T S K . T H K , t v  i s , T F I L T R , T S O L I D S , T W M , T Y I E L D  
COMMON T P V , T G P M , T S H H P , T P S u R
COMMON S O L I D S , P V , F I L T R , Y I E L D , W M , G P M , T O C A S , C A S I O , D C L  
c o m m o n  O P O D , D C O D , P S U R , F P G
COMMON m a r k , f l a g , I S H H P , T A D E P T H , S H H P , K I L L , A V E D R
COMMON C C O S T , C F O O T , C O U N T , C l , I J . F R C U M
c o m m o n  D E P T H I ( 5 0 0 ) , F R a V E ( 5 0 0 ) . c o s t ( 5 0 0 ) . t i m e ( 5 0 0 )
COMMON F a C T O R ( 5 3 0 ) , T I N C ( 1 0 0 ) , O E P T H F ( 1 0 0 )
COMMON C H S O L , C H V I S . C H F I L , C H P R E S  
c o m m o n  F H H P , T D E L T P , l e f t , n o , b i g
COMMON F O O T ( 5 0 0 ) , A U X ( 5 0 0 ) , A X ( 5 0 0 )  . T E E T H ( 5 0 0 ) . b e a r ( 5 0 0 )
COMMON V S L I P . O L I F T , V I S , t y p e , F R A C G , D P  I D , D C  I D , W H S , J I G , C O N V  
COMMON T S . T H , T A , T P , T R S . T R H , T D P I D , T D C I D , T F O O T . T W M S  
COMMON T T Y P E ,  I V I S , I S O L , I F i l , I P R E S ,  I W, I R P M,  I D E P , I  DEN
C T h i s  s u b r o u t i n e  a c c o u n t s  f o r  t h e  e f f e c t  o f  d i f f e r e n t i a l  PRESSURE
C ON D R I L L I N G  R A T E , I T  U T I L I Z E S  A R E L A T I O N S H I P  D E R I V E D  FROM BOTH
c F i e l d  a n d  l a b o r a t o r y  e x p e r i m e n t a l  d a t a .
C T H I S  SUBROUT I NE ALSO CALCULATES THE S P E C I F I C  HYDRAUL I C  HP,  
C 1 = 0 . 0 4 0 B 0 0 0 3 6 6 » B S I Z E » « 2  
C 2 = 0 . 0 4 0 6 0 0 0 3 6 6 » ( B S I Z E » » 2 . D P 0 D » » 2 )
HOLOeWH
I F ( N O . E Q . 0 )  WMeWMS 
I F ( N O . E O . I )  WM=WMS 
I F ( J I G . E C . l )  WMs HOLD 
I F ( I W . E Q . i )  WM=WMS 
I F ( K I L L . E S . I )  WMsHOLD 
I F ( K l L L . r O . l )  DEPTH=D  
I F ( M A R K , M E , 1 )  GO TO 90  
GPMsTGPM 
B S I Z E e T B S I Z E  
OPOD=TOPOO 
D P I D s T D P i D  
OCODsTDCCD  
0 C I D * T D C I D  
C A S I O a T C A S I D
TWMS»Tw h * C 1 » T F O O T / T T I M E / 6 0 . 0 » ( 2 1 , 7 - T W M ) / ( C 2 »
1 ( V S L l P * 3 6 0 0 , 0 - T F O O T / T T I M E / 6 0 . 0 ) )
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« m = t w m s  
V i S a T V I S  
OEPTHa T ACEPT H  
D C L b TDCL 
T D C A S s TTCCAS 
Y i E L D a T Y I E L D  
P V s T P V  
F PGa T FPG  
PSURa TPSUR  
T Y P E = T T Y F E  
90  CONT I NUE
C TO OB T A I N  t h e  DYNAMI C BOTTOM HOLE PRESSURE WE MUST CALCULATE  
C T h e  PRESSURE DROP THROUGH THE ANNULUS.
C F I R S T  d e t e r m i n e  THE TYPE F L OW- L AMI NAR OR T URBUL ENT,
V E L P P e O P M / ( 3 , 1 4 1 5 9 3 » ( B S I Z E » » 2 - D P O D » « 2 ) / 4 , 0 ) « C O N V  
V E L O C : G P M / ( 3 , 1 4 1 5 9 3 * ( B S | Z E * * 2 - O C O O * * 2 ) / 4 , 0 ) « C O N V
I f ( c a s i d , e q . 0 , 0 )  go t o  70
V E L G A a G p M / ( 3 , 1 4 l 5 9 3 * ( C A S I O * * 2 - C P O O « * 2 ) / 4 , 0 ) » C O N V
70  C ONT I NUE  
R E D P = 9 2 0 , 0 » W M » V E L D P » < B S I Z E » D P O D ) / V I S  
F O P A » 3 , 0 2 ( " » ( R E D P * V I S » 3 , 2 / P V ) « » { - 0 , 1 4 )  
R E D C = 9 2 8 , 0 » W M » V E L D C » ( B S I H E - D C O n ) / V l S  
F D C A = 3 , 0 2 0 » ( R E D C * V I S « 3 . 2 / P V ) » » ( - 0 . 1 4 >
1 F ( C A S I O , E Q . 0 , 0 )  GO To 7 1  
R E C A = 9 P 8 . 0 * W M » V E L C A * < C A S I D - D C O D ) / V I S  
F C A * 0 , 0 2 0 « ( R E C A » V 1 S « 3 , 2 / P V ) * « ( - 0 , 1 4 )
71  C ONT I NUE  
O P L s D E P T H - D C L  
Op l i = d p l L t d c a s
0 P L 2 = D P L i 0 P L l  
. I F ( R E D C - 2 0 0 0 , 0 )  4 , 4 , 7
2 I F ( R E D F , 2 8 0 0 , 0 )  5 , 5 , 8  
I F ( C A S I d ' , E O , 0 , 0 )  GO To 92
3 I F ( R E C A - 2 0 0 0 , 0 )  6 , 6 , 9
C NOW CALCULATE THE ANNULAR PRESSURE L OSSES.
C l a m i n a r  PRESSURE LOSS E Q U A T I ON S .
4 P D C A = D C L « Y I E L D / ( 2 2 5 . 0 « ( B S i h e - D C O D ) ) * P V « D C L » V E L D C /  
1 ( 1 5 0 0 , 0 » ( B S I Z E « » 2 - D C O D » * 2 ) )
GO TO 2
5 P D P A l a O P L l » Y I E L D / ( 2 2 5 . Z » ( B S I Z E - D P O O ) ) * P V » d P L 1 « V E L D P /  
1 ( 1 5 0 0 . 0 « ( B S I Z E » » 2 - O P O D » » 2 )  )
GO TO 3
6 P D P A 2 s D P L 2 « Y I E L D / ' ( 2 2 5 , 0 » ( C a S I D - D P O D )  ) * P V « 0 P L 2 « V E L C A /
1 ( 1 5 0 0 . 0 » ( CAS I D « » 2 - 0 P 0 0 * » 2 ) )
GO TO 9 2
C TURBULENT p r e s s u r e  LOSS E Q U A T I O N S .
7 P D C A * F D C A « D C L « wm» v E L D C » » 2 / ( 2 5 ,  9 » ( B S I Z E - 0 C 0 0 )  )
GO TO 2
8 P D P A 1 = F D P A « O P L 1 » W M « V E L O P » * 2 / ( 2 5 , 8 * ( B S I Z E - O P O D ) )
GO TO 3
9 P O P A 2  = F C A * D P L 2 « W M » V E L C A » * 2 / ( 2 5 , a « ( C A S I D - D P 0 D )  )
92  P T 0 T A L = P D C A + P d P A 1 * P D P a Z
I F ( K I L L . F . 0 . 1  . OR ,  MARK, EG,  1 )  GO TO 73  
C CALCULATE THE WEI GHT OF THE MUD WI TH THE C U T T I N G S  I N  THE 
C ANNULAR c o l u m n ,
W M S a H O L D * O l » F R / 6 0 . 0 » ( 2 1 , 7 , H O L D ) / ( C 2 » ( V S L I P » 6 0 . 0 - F R / 6 0 . 0 ) ) 
O E L T P = P T C T A L * D E P T H » ( 0 , 0 5 2 » W M - F P G >
F R P R E 3 a 0 , 6 a 3 4 4 8 » D E L T P » » 0 . 6 4  0 3 2  
73 CONT I NUE
I F ( K I L L , E Q . 1 )  GO TO 3 0
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I F ( M A R K , r r . l )  GO TO 72  ~
T DEL T P = PTOTA1.  + O E P T M * ( 0 , 0 5 2 » T W m S - F P G )
30 F R P R E g = 0 . 6 8 3 4 4 8 » T O E L T P » * 0 , 6 4 0 3 2  
72  CONT I NUE
C CALCULATE THE D I F F E R E N T I A L  PRESSURE CORRECTI ON FACTOR  
C F or  THE D R I L L I N G  Ra T E,
C H P R E S = 1 , 0 - F R P R E S / F R P R E B  
I F ( N 0 , E 0 . 1 )  GO TO 1 0 0  
I F ( M A R K , t O , l )  HMsTHM 
I F ( N 0 , E Q , > )  H M: H 0 L 3  
C NOW, DE T ERMI NE  THE PRESSURE LOSSES THROUGH THE D R I L L  P I P E  
C AND THE d r i l l  COLLARS,
V E L I D P = G P M / ( 3 , 1 4 1 5 9 3 » O P I D « » 2 / 4 . 0 ) « C O N V  
V E H D C  = GPm / ( 3 , 1 4 1 5 9 3 » D C I D » » 2 / 4 , 3 ) » C 0 N V  
R E I D P = 9 2 e . 0 * W M * V E L I D P » O P I O / V I S  
F I O P = 0 . 0 2 0 * ( R E I D P * V I S * 3 , 2 / P V ) * * ( - 0 , 1 4 )
RE 1 0 0  = 9 2 8 , 0 * W M * V E L I O C * D C l D / V I S  
F I D C = 0 . 0 2 0 « X R E I D P * V I S * 3 , 2 / P V ) * * ( - 0 , 1 4 )
I F ( R E I D P . G E , 2 0 0 0 , 0 )  GO TO 80
P D P » D P L » Y I E L D / ( 2 5 5 , 3 * O P I D ) * P V » O P L » V E L I D P / ( 1 5 0 0 . 0 * D P I D * * 2 )
P D C = O C L * Y I E L D / ( 2 5 5 , 0 * D C I D ) * P V * O G L * V E L I D C / ( 1 5 0 0 . 0 * D C I D * * 2 )
GO TO 81
80  P D P = F I D P * 0 P L » W M * V E L I D P * » 2 / ( 2 5 , 8 * 0 P I 0 )  
P D C = F I D C * 0 C L » W M * V E L I D C » * 2 / ( 2 5 , 8 * 0 C I 0 )
c d e t e r m i n e  p r e s s u r e  LOSS T h r o u g h  s u r f a c e  c o n n e c t i o n s ,
81  I F  ( D P O D ,  U T , 4 , 0 )  GO TO H  
1 F ( D P 0 D , L T , 4 , 7 5 )  GO TO 12  
I F ( D P D 0 , G T . 4 . 7 5 )  GO TO 10
11  I F ( T V P E , l T , 1 , 1 )  P E Q = 4 3 7 . 0
I F ( T Y R E , L T , 2 , 1 , A N D . T Y P E . G T . l , 91 P E Q = 1 6 1 , 0  
GO TO 14
10  I F ( T Y P E . L T . 3 , 1 , A N D . T Y P E . G T . 2 . 9 >  P E Q = 8 1 6 , 0  
I F ( T Y P E . L T , 4 . 1 , A N D , t y p e , G T . 3 , 9 )  P E Q = 5 7 9 . 0  
GO TO 14
12  I F ( T Y P E . L T . 2 , 1 . A N D . T Y P E . G T . l . 9 )  P E Q = 7 6 1 . 0  
I F ( t y p e , L T . 3 , 1 . a n d . t y p e . G T . 2 . 9 )  PEO=4 7 9 . 0  
I F ( T Y R E . l T . 4 , 1 , A N D . T Y P E . G T . 3 . 9 )  P E Q = 3 4 0 . 0
14 PC0N=FIDPePEQ«WM»VELlDP»«2/(25,a*DPID)
T O T A L P = P T O T A L + P C O N * P O P * P D c 
C DET E R MI N E  TOTAL HORSEPOWER AV A I L A B L E  
H P A s P S U R e G P H / 1 7 1 4 , 0  
C d e t e r m i n e  HORSEPOWER SPENT I N  THE C I R C U L A T I N G  SYSTE . E X C L U D I N G  THE B I T ,  
H P C I R : T O T A L P * G P M / 1 7 1 4 , 0  
C DET E RMI NE  B I T  HORSEPOWER.
B I T H P s H P A - H P C l R
S H H P = 3 I T h P / ( 3 , 1 4 1 5 9 3 » 3 S I Z E » » 2 / 4 , 0 )
I F ( M A R K , r O , l )  T S H H P s S h n P 
1 0 0  C O NT I NUE  
Va OEL T P  
WMsHOLD 
RETURN  
END 
SFTRAN HHP
S u b r o u t i n e  h h p
COMMON B C O S T , R C O S T , B T Y P E . B S I Z E  
c o m m o n  P . C . Q . D M . D N , V . D . D E P T H  
COMMON F X , F R C , F R , F , B X , B X F , D N E W  
c o m m o n  T T R I P . T S U R . N B I T
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c o m m o n  W . W W . H B . R P M . T N C i T O E L T . D M F . E L
. c . u . u y N , O O L D . F O L O , C P i A P , S P
T d A C t r s  T r i D l  t PI
86
vunrnuN i « w # n M , n r r ,  m c i  ( u t u !  i i j n r  » t u
COMMON T T O T A L . . S , H , B X N , O L D . F O l .  A P .  
common T T D C A S , t b s  I Z E . T C A S i d . T O P L , T D C L . T O P O D , T D C O D  
common T R P M , T W , T B D U L L , T B W E A R , T T I  m e , T D i n . T D O U T , T B T Y P E  
common T F P G . T S K . T H K . T V I S . T F I L T R . T S O L I D S . T W M , T Y I E L D  
COMMON T PV ,  TGpw - T c u u P  . T D811P
c o m m o n  s o l i d s
, , t v   I ,
COMMON T P V , T G P M , T S H H P , T P S u R
 S O L I D S , P V , F I L T R , Y I E L D , W M , G P M , T O G A S , C A S I O , D C L  
COMMON D P O D , D C O D , P S U R , F P G
COMMON m a r k , f l a g , I S H H P , T A D E P T h , S H H P , k i l l , AVEDR
rriMMOj rrnpT . rrnnT - rnn.'jT . r ! . I i.FprtiM
I S H H P , T A D E  
c o m m o n  C C O S T , C F O O T , C O U N T . C I . I J . F R C U M  
c o m m o n  D E P T H I ( 5 2 2 ) , F R A V E < 5 0 3 ) , C O S T ( 5 0 O ) , T I M E ( 5 0 0 )  
COMMON F A C T O R ( 5 0 O ) , T I N C ( 1 0 0 ) , D E P T H F ( 1 3 3 )
COMMUN ) ( p U U r M I g U U , , C (  
c o m m o n a ( ) , I ( . I  
c o m m o n  Ch S O L . C H V I S . C H F I L . C H P R E S  
c o m m o n  F H H P , T D E L T P . l e f t , n o , big  
c o m m o n  F O O T ( 5 0 0 ) , a u x ( 5 0 0 ) , a x ( 5 0 0 ) . t e e t h ( 5 0 0 ) . b e a r ( 5 0 0 )  
c o m m o n  V S L I P . O L I F T , V I S , T Y P E , F R A C G . O P I D , D C I D , W M S , J I G , C O N V  
COMMON T S . T H , T A , T P , T R S . T R H , T D P I O , T D C I D , T F O O T . T W M S  
c o m m o n  T T Y P E , I V I S , I S O L , I F i l , I P R E S , I W , I R P M , I D E P , I D E N  
C T H I S  SUBROUT I NE P R E D I C T S  THE EFFECT OF BOTTOM HOLE CL EANI NG ON 
C D R I L L I N G  r a t e ,
C F I R S T  c a l c u l a t e  the REOUIRED BOTTOM HOLE CLEANI NG FOR THE G I V E N  
C D R I L L I N G  RATE,
A I
MI NI MUM r e q u i r e d  SHHP I S  NOT MET,  PLEASE  
THE FLOW RATE OR THE SURFACE PRESSURE, ' )
C
c
d r i l l i n g  RATE,
73  I F ( S H H P . G T . l , 7 1  GO TO 
W R I T E ( 6 , 7 4 )
7 4  F O R M A T I '  REQU M  
1 I NCREASE 
I S H H P e l  
CALL I NPUT
Ca l l  p r e s
I S H H P S 0  
GO TO 73
CHECK TO SEE I F  BOTTOM HOLE CL EANI NG I S  S U F F I C I E N T , I F  NOT CALCULATE  
NEW d r i l l i n g  r a t e .
S H H P R : 0 , B 4 9 8 9 g * F R * * 0 , 2 9 9 2 2 8  
! F ( S H H P R . l  T . S M H P )  r.O TO Süi
70
80
PMnrn-w , I tiy 7 c
I ( . L . n )  G   80 
F R A L L = ( S H H P / 0 . 8 4 9 8 9 8 ) * » ( ! . 0 / 0 . 299228) 
F R s F R A L L=  
CONT I NUE  
RETURN  
END
SFTRAN T R I P
SUBROUT I NE T R I P
c T H I S  SUBROUTI NE DETERMI NES T h e  MAXI MUM ALLOWABLE P I P E  
C r u n n i n g  V E L O C I T Y ,  C O N S I D E R I N G  V I SCOUS PRESSURE SURGES,
COMMON B C O S T , R C O S T , B T Y P E . B S I Z E  
c o m m o n  P . C . Q . D M . D N , V . D . D E P T H  
COMMON F X , F R C , F R , F , 8 X , 0 X F , D N E !
COMMON T T R I P . T S U R . N B I T
TDCOD 
TBTYPE  
T Y I E L DCOMMUN T F P G , T S K . T H K ,  I V I S , T r  
COMMON T F V . T G P M . T S h H P . T P S u R 
COMMON S O L I D S , P V . F I L T R , y i e l d , W M , G P M . T D C A S , C A S I O , D C L  . 
c o m m o n  D P O D , D C O D , P S U R , F P G
COMMON MA R K , F L A G , I S H H P , T A D E P T H , S H H P , K I L L , A V E D R  
COMMON C C O S T , C F O O T , C O U N T , C l . I J . F R C U M
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c o m m o n  D EP T HI  ( 5 3 M ) , F R a v e ( 5 0 0 ) , C O S T ( 5 O 0 ) . t i m e ( 5 0 0 )  
c o m m o n  F A C T O R ( 5 0 0 ) , T l N C ( l ? 2 ) , D E P T H F ( 1 0 0  I 
COMMON C H S O L , C H V I S . C H F I L , C H O R E S  
COMMON F H H P , T D E L T P , l e f t , N O , B I G
c o m m o n  F O O T ( 5 0 2 ) , A U X ( 5 0 0 ) , A X ( 5 0 0 ) , T E E T H ( 5 0 0 ) , B E A R ( 5 0 0 )
COMMON V S L I P , N L I F T , V I S , T Y P E , F R A C G , D P I D , O C I O , W M S , J I G , C O N V  
c o m m o n  T S , T H , T A , T P , T R S . T R H , T D P I D , T O C I O , T F O O T . T W M S  
COMMON T T Y P E ,  I V I S ,  I S O L ,  I F i l , I P R E S ,  I W, I RPM,  I DEP,  I DEN  
I F ( F R C .  GT,  0 . 2 )  T T R I P = ( D E P T H / F R C ) « 2 . e * 0 . 5  
01 MENS I OF P F ( 2 0 2 ) , P H ( 2 0 C ) . F R A C P ( 2 0 0 ) , O E L T F ( 2 0 0 )
D I M E N S I O N  D E L T P ( 2 0 e ) , P S ( 2 0 0 ) , V P L ( 2 0 0 ) , V P T ( 2 0 0 )
C A S T D i T D C A S  
I C A S T D e l F I K C A S T P )  
i D s I F I X ( D E P T H )
I C O U N T = ( l C - I C A S T D ) / i e 0
1 CONTI NUE
C CALCULATE FORMATI ON P R E S S U R E , F OR MA T I ON  FRACTURE PRESSURE,  AND HYDROST AT I C  
C PRESSURE AT 1 0 2  FOOT I N T E R V A L S .
DO 10  I = 1 , I C 0 U N T  
C A S T D = C A s r n * i 0 0 . 0  
P F ( I l = F P O * C A S T D  
1 1  P H ( I ) = 0 . f 5 2 » W M o C A S T O  
F R A C F ( I ) =FRACG«CASTD  
C CHECK FOR THE MAXI MUM ALLOWABLE PRESSURE SURGE,
O E L T F ( I ) = A B S ( P H ( I ) - P F ( I ) )
D E L T P ( 1 ) s A B S ( F R A C P ( I ) - P H ( I ) )
X a O E L T F d )
T s D E L T P ( i )
l F ( D E u T F ( I ) - X ) 3 1 , 3 0 , 3 0
31  X s Q E L T F ( I )
3 0  I F ( D E L T P ( I ) . Y 1 3 3 , 3 2 , 3 2  
33  Y e O E L T P ( I )
3 2  CONTI NUE
C CHECK TO SEE I F  MUD WEI GHT I S  ADEQUATE TO PREVENT LOST C I R C U L A T I O N  
C OR UNDER BALANCED S I T U A T I O N ,
I F ( P H ( I ) , L E , P F ( I ) )  GO TO 2 
I F ( F R A C P ( I ) . L E , P H ( I ) )  go TO 3 
GO TO 10
c i n c r e a s e  o r  d e c r e a s e  m u d  w e i g h t  i f  Wa r r a n t e d ,
2 WMs WM- D. S  
J * 1
go  t o  11
3 WM= WM- 0 , 5  
K s l
GO TO 1 1  
10  c o n t i n u e
I F ( K . E 0 . 1 ) GO TO 7 
I F ( J . E O . l )  GO TO 5 
GO TO 22
5 W R I T E ( 5 , A)  WM
6 F O R M A T C  MUD WEI GHT WAS RAI SED T O ' , F l 0 , 4 ,
1 '  TO PREVENT A u n d e r  BALANCED S Y S T E M ' , / )
GO TO 20
7 W R I T E ( 8 , P )  WM
8 FORMAT ( '  MUD WEI GHT WAS LOWERED T 0 ' , F 1 3 , 4 ,
1 '  TO PREVENT LOST C I R C U L A T I O N  P R O B L E M S ' , / )
20  CONTI NUE
I F ( X - Y ) 4 1 , 4 1 , 4 0
C d e t e r m i n e  THE MAXI MUM ALLOWABLE PRESSURE SURGE THE SYSTEM 
C CAN WI T HS T AND,
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41  PMAXsX  
GO TO 42
40  PMAXs Y
C d e t e r m i n e  c o n s t a n t s  FOR P I P E  V E L O C I T Y  E Q U A T I ON ,
42 CONT I NUE
4 3  A = 0 . 3 3 6 0 6 1 » Q S i Z E « » ( - 4 , 1 3 6 2 1 4 )
8 = 1 2 4 , 5 2 6 9 4 3 * 8 S I Z E » * ( - 5 , 5 6 4 9 3 7 )
A A = 0 , 2 4 3 6 3 9 « B S I Z E » « ( 0 , 6 1 6 5 3 6 )
BB=D,215635*851ZE»»(0,679409)
D H E = 0 , 0 2 9 3 S 7 » G S I Z E * « ( 2 , 2 9 3 4 1 4 )
A 1 = 1 6 4 . 1 0 9 4 4 1 » B S I Z E » » ( - 6 . 4  3 6 2 4 6 )
81= 151908 , 021915* B S I 2E » » ( - a , 375184 )
A A 1 = 0 , 0 9 7 6 4 4 * B S I 2 E * » ( 0 , 9 2 4 3 9 5 )
B B 1 = 0 , 1 2 4 3 9 3 « B S I Z E « » ( 0 , 8 4 8 9 9 9 )
DHEl=0.0ll637eBSIZ£»*(2,545387)
I F ( D P 0 D . E 3 . 3 , 5 )  GO TO 4 5  
1 F ( D P O O , E O , 4 , 5 )  GO TO 60  
I F ( D P O D , E O , 5 , 0 )  GO TO 44 
6 0  A = ( A * A l ) / 2,0 
B s ( B * 8 1 ) / 2 . 3  
A A = ( A A + A A 1 ) / 2 , 0  
B B = ( B 3 * 3 R 1 ) / 2 , 0  
O H E = O r i E * D H E t ) / 2 , 0  
GO TO 45
44  A s A l  
B = B1
a a = a a i
B B = B B1
O H E a p H E l
4 5  CONT I NUE  
CASTOsTDCAS  
S U M 2 = 0 . 3  
S U M = 0 , 0
C CALCULATE BOTH TURBULENT AND LAMI NAR P I P E  RUNNI NG V E L O C I T I E S ,
0 0  46  L = 1 , I C 0 U N T
C A S T O = C A S T D + 1 0 0 . 0
P S ( L ) = P M A X / C A S X O » 1 0 0 0 , 0
V P L ( L ) = ( P S ( L ) - Y I E L O / i 0 0 , 0 / ( 0 . 3 * D H E ) ) / ( 3 » B 9 » V I S )  
V P T ( L ) = ( P S I L ) / ( A A * A » V I S * » 0 . 2 1 » W M » * 0 , 8 0 6 ) ) » * ( ! , 0 / 1 . 8 )
C P I C K  THE SLOWER Op THE TWO V E L O C I T I E S  TO DET ERMI NE THE T R I P P I N G  T I M E ,  
I F ( V P L ( L ) , L T , V P T ( L )  ) GO To 5 2  
SUMs SUM+ v R T I L )
GO TO 4 6  
5 2  S U M 2 = S U M 2 * V P L ( L )
46 CONT I NUE  
A V E T R I P = ( S U M + S U M 2 ) / I C 0 U N T
f l a g = a v e t h i p  
70  CONT I NUE
T I N C ( N S I T ) = H B
D E P T H F ( \ m I T ) : 0 E P T H - 0
I F ( N B I T , G T , 1 , 0 )  D E P T H P ( N B I T ) = D E P T H - D E P T H F ( N S I T - 1 ) 
C F C 0 T s D E P T h F ( N 3 I T )
A V E D R = C F 0 0 T / T I N C ( M B I T )
RETUR X 
ENO 
SFTRAN ECON
SUBROUTI NE ECON
TBTYPE
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COMMON B c O S T i R C O S T . ü T y P E . P S I H E  
COMMON P . C , 0 1 D M , O N , V  I D . D E P T H  
COMMON F Y , P R C , F S , F , B X , 8 X F , D N E W  
COMMON T T R I P , T S U R , N 0 I T  
COMMON W , H H , H 3 , R P m , T N C , T D E L T i D N P , E L  
common T T O T A U , S , H , R X N , D O L d , F O u O , C P , A F , S P  
COMMON T T D C A S , T B S I Z E i T C A S î O , T D P t . , T D C L , T D P 0 D , T D C 0 D  
COMMON T R P M , T w , T B D ' J L L , T 8 H f A R , T T l M E , T D I N , T D 0 U T , T B T Y l  
COMMON T P P G , T S K , T H K , T V I S , T P I L T R , T S 0 L 1 0 S , T W M , T Y I E L 0  
COMMON T P V , T G P M , T S H H P , T P S ! J R  
COMMON S O L I 0 S , P V , F I L T R , Y l E L 0 , W M , G P M , T 0 C A S , C A S I 0 , D C L  
COMMON 0 P 0 D , D C 0 D , P 3 U R , F P G
common M A R K , F L A G , I S H H p , T A d E P T H , S H H P , K I U L , AVEDR 
COMMON C C O S T , C P O O T , C O U N T . C l , I J . P R C U M  
common D E P T H ! ( 5 0 0 ) , F R A V E ( 5 a Z ) , C O S T ( 5 a 0 ) , T I M E ( 5 0 0 )  
COMMON F A C T O R ( 5 0 0 ) , T l N C ( l K 0 ) , D E P T H F ( 1 0 0 )
COMMON C P S 0 L , C H V I S , C H F 1 L , C H P R E S  
c o m m o n  F H H P . T O E L T P , U E P T . n o , B I G
F D O T ( 5 0 B ) , A U X ( 5 0 0 ) , A X ( 5 3 0 ) . T E E T H ( 5 0 0 ) . B E A R ( 5 0 0 )  
vpi  i P . o L i F T . v i R . T Y p r . F R A O r , . n P ! n . n r ! n . u M R . . j i r , . C O
89
IMhON O u i ' ) . X ( 5 0 0 ) . T E E 0 0 ) . B E A (
IMKON V S U I , Q L I . V I S , P E , P C G . O i . D C I O . W M S . J I G . N V  
IMMOn T S . T H . T A , T P , T R S . T R h , T D p i O , T D C I D . T F O O T . T W M S  
IMMON T T Y P E . I V I S , I S O t , I F I L , I P R E S . I W . I R P M , I D E P . I OEM 
I 1 1 = 1 ,  I J
common
common
CO
CO
DO I  , 1 j
T A C T 0 R ( l ) s T I H E ( I ) / T l M C ( N e i T )
0 CALCULATE THE COST PER FOOT FOR THE 10  F T .  I N T E R V A L .
COST(  I ) = E C 0 S T « F A C T 0 R (  1 ) / ' F 0 O T ( 1 ) + R C 0 S T * ( T T R I P » F a CT 0 R(  D *  
1 T I M E ( I ) ) / F 0 0 T ( I )
1 CONTI NUE
C c a l c u l a t e  t h e  t o t a l  COST p e r  f o o t  f o r  T h e  b i t ,
C C 0 S T = B C 0 S T / C F 0 0 T * R C 0 S T » < T T R I ? * T I M C ( N B I T ) ) / C F O O T  
RETURN
e n d
SFTRAN OUTPUT
SUBROUTI NE OUTPUT
C T H I S  s u b r o u t i n e  MERELY P R I N T S  OUT THE GENERATED DATA I N  
C FORMAT d e s i r e d ,
c o m m o n  B C C S T . R C O S T . B T y P E . B S I Z E  
COMMON P , C . Q . D H , 0 N , V . D , D E P T H  
COMMON F X , F R C , F R . F , B X , B X F , D N E W  
COMMON T T R I P . T S U R , \ S I T  
c o m m o n  W , k W , H P , R P M , T N C . T D E L T . O N F , E L  
COMMON T T 0 T A L , S , H , B X N , D 0 L d . F 0 u 0 , C F , A F , 3 F  
c o m m o n  T T D C A S , T B S I 2 E . T C A S i O , T D P L , T D C L , T D P O D . T D C O O  
COMMON T P P M . T K , T e D U L L , T B W E A R . T T l M E , T D I N , T D O U T . T B T Y P E  
c o m m o n  T ) P G . T S K , T H K . T V I S , t f i l t r . t s o l i o s . t w h , T Y I E L D  
c o m m o n  T F ' V . T G P M . T S h H P . T P S u R
COMMON ■ ■ " ■    ' ■■     - -
COMMON
c o m m o n
The
 ' V ,  H P  , I  H  r  , T p J  H
SOL I D S , P V . F I L T R , Y I E L D . W M . G P M . T O C A S . C A S I O . D C L  
v g n n u M DPOO. DCOD, P S U R . F PO 
COMMON M A R K . F L A G , I S H H P , T Ac E P T H , S H H P , K I L L . AVEDR 
COMMON C C C S T , C F O O T , C O U N T , C l . I J . F R C U M  
COMMON D E P T H l ( 5 0 0 ) , F R A V E ( 5 0 3 ) , C O S T ( 5 0 0 ) . T I M E ( 5 0 0 )  
COMMON F A C T O R ( 5 0 0 ) , T I N C ( I s O ) . D E P T H F ( 1 0 0 )
COMMON CkSOI  . r.HV I P . CHF I L . CHPRFS H S O L . C V I S . C I U . C H P R E
common f h h p . t d e l t p . l e f t . m o . b i g
F OOT ( 5 k ; 0 )  , AUX ( 5 0 0 ) ,  AX ( 5 0 0 )  . T E E T H  ( 5 0 0 )  . BEAR ( 5 0 0 )  
V S L I P . O L I F T , V I S , T Y P E . F R A C G . D P I D . D C I D . W H S , J I G . C O N V  
T S . T H . T A . T P . T R S . T R p . T O P I D . T D C I D . T F O O T . T wMS 
T T Y P E ,  I V I S ,  I s o l . I F  I L. „I  PRES.  I W, I R P m , I D E P .  I DEM
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON
c o m m o n
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W R I T E ( B , 5 )
1 F O R N A T C  P I T ' , 2 X , ' D E P T H ' , A X , ' D R L G  R A T E ' , 2 X , ' T I M E ' , 3 X ,
1 ' C O S T ' . S X , ' G R A D I N G S ' , / , '  NO , ' , 3 X , ' F T ' , 7 X , ' F T / H R  ' ,
2 5 X . ' H R S ' , 3 X , ' $ / F T ' , 2 X , ' t e e t h  BEAR I NG' i 3 X , ' DEUT P ' , A X , ' S H H P ' , / )  
DO 5 1 = 1 . I J
W R I T E ( 8 , 2 )  n B I T . P E P T H I ( I ) , F R A V E ( I ) , T I M £ ( I ) ,
1 C D S T < I ) . T E E T H ! I ) , B E a R(  1 ) , A X (  I ) . AUX(  I )
2 F O R M A T ( I X . I I . 2 X . F 8 . 2 . 2 X . F s , 3 . 3 X . F A . 2 . 2 X . F 6 , 2 . 2 X . F A , 3 .
1 3 X , F a , 3 . 5 X , F 6 , 1 , 2 X , F 7 . 3 )
5 CO NT I NUE
7 WRI T E ( 8 , A)  I \ B I T , C C O S T , C F O O T , A V E O R  
A F O R H A T C  b i t  n o , ' , 1 1 . / , '  COST PER F O O T = ' . F 6 , 2 . / ,
, 1 ' TOTAL F O O T A G E : ' . F G , 2 , / , '  AVERAGE D R I L L I N G  R A T E = ' . F 8 , 2 )
I F ( C N F . G T , 8 . 8 )  GO TO 10  
W R I T E ( G , 3 )  d e p t h
3 F O R M A T ( / / , '  T R I P  MADE AT ' . F 7 , l , '  BEARI NG WE A R ' )
GO TO 11
10  W R I T E ( 8 , ( , )  DEPTH
6 F O R M A T ( / / , '  T R I P  MADE AT ' . F 7 , l . '  DULL B I T ' )
11  C O NT I NUE
W R I T E ( 8 , 1 2 )  T T R I P
1 2  F O R M A T ! '  ROUND T R I P  T I M £ , H R S , = ' . F A , 1 )
W R I T E ! 8 , i A)  FLAG
l A  F O R M A T ! '  m a x i m u m  ALLOWABLE P I P E  V E L O C I T Y . F T / M I N : ' , F 8 , 2 )  
A C A p : 0 . 0 A i ? e 0 O 2 3 6 6 » ( B S I 2 E « » 2 ' O P O O » » 2 )
Q L I F T 1 : Q L I F T / a CAP 
W R I T E ( 8 , 1 3 )  Q L I F T . 3 L Î F T 1
1 3  F O R M A T ( '  MI N I MUM ANNULAR FLOW R A T E . G P M : ' . F 5 , 1 ,
1 ' O R ' , F 5 , 1 . ' F T / m I N ' , / / )
r e t u r n
END
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